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INTRODUCTION.
Among the mammals collected by Mr. N. G. Buxton and
Mr. W. Bogoras in northeastern Siberia, on the Jesup North
Pacific Expedition, are specimens of three species of Hair
Seals. An attempt to identify these has rendered necessary
their comparison with such other material from northeastern
Asia and northwestern North America as could be brought
together, so that the present paper may be considered as a
preliminary revision of the seals of the family Phocidoe known
to occur in the North Pacific. Although the material avail-
able for examination is scanty, it is sufficient to show
that the name Phoca largha Pallas, as recently misapplied,
includes at least three species, the proper identification of
which involves the consideration of difficult questions of
synonymy.
In this connection it gives me pleasure to acknowledge my
indebtedness to Mr. Gerrit S. Miller, Jr., Curator of Mammals
in the U. S. National Museum, for kindly securing for me the
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use of the material under his charge, consisting of specimens
fromn the coast of Alaska, the Commander Islands, and the
eastern coast of Kamschatka; and to Mr. Witmer Stone of
the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, and Dr.
Horace Jayne, Director of the Wistar Institute of Anatomy
and Biology of Philadelphia, for the large series of seal skulls
collected by Mr. E. A. McIlhenny at Point Barrow; and to
Mr. Outram Bangs, Curator of Mammals at the Museum of
Comparative Zo6logy, Cambridge, Mass., for several skulls of
special interest. I am also greatly indebted to Dr. L. Stejn-
eger for field notes and measurements of the seals collected
by him at the Comnmander Islands and on the coast of Kams-
chatka, without which and the .specimens collected bv him
there would have been little basis for the present paper.
I must confess much disappointment in finding so little
material available for the study of the seals of the Pacific
coast of North America. Applications made to the three lead-
ing Natural History Museums of the Pacific coast for skulls
of California seals resulted only in the information that these
institutions had none in their collections. It was also a
matter of surprise to find that the U. S. National Museum bad
so few skulls of seals from Alaska and the Pribilof and other
Alaskan Islands., considering the large number of naturalists
and collectors who have visited this region in its interests in
recent years. The only material available for examination
from south of Puget Sound consists of one skull and one
mounted specimen fromi the Santa Barbara Islands.! There
are two immature specimens (and some fragments of others)
from the vicinity of Puget Sound, two skulls only from Alaska
south of St. Michaels, a small series of quite young skulls from
St. Michaels, and three from the Pribilof Islands. Further-
more, none of this material is identified as to sex. In animals
which vary so greatly with age and sex as do the seals of the
present group, the inadequacy of such material as I have
been able to bring together, as regards both quantity and
quality, for more than a superficial view of the field is readily
1 As these pages are passing through the press I am in receipt, from Dr. C. Hart
Merriam, Chief of the BioJogical Survey of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, of four
skulls of Phoca from San Geronimo Island, Lower California, as noted below, p. 493.
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apparent. It may, however, serve to direct attention to this
neglected group of mammals, and possibly stimulate the
gathering of material for the use of future investigators.
The case is hardly better when we turn to the seals of the
eastern coast of North America. While the Harbor Seal of
southern Greenland appears to differ, at least sub-specifically,
from that of the coast of New England and New York, very
little material bearing on the question can be obtained. Nor
is there much for the comparison of the Harbor Seal of eastern
North America with the Harbor Seal of Europe.
NOMENCLATURE.
The Generi'c Name Phoca.
First, as to the generic name Phoca. As shown by me many
years ago (Hist. N. Am. Pinnipeds, i88o, pp. 4I7, 4I8. 558)
the process of elimination, strictly enforced, would necessitate
the restriction of the name Phoca to the Phoca leonina Linn.
Linnaeus in I758 (Syst. Nat., ioth ed., pp. 37, 38) included
four species in the genus Phoca, namely, (i) Phoca ursina,
(2) Phoca leonina, (3) Phoca rosmarus, (4) Phoca vitulina.
Phoca rosmarus was removed by Linnaus in I776 to Trich-
echus, and Otaria was established in I8I6 for the Eared Seals,
leaving in Phoca at this date only Phoca leonina and Phoca
vitulina. In I826 Phoca vitulina was made by F. Cuvier the
type of his genus Calocephalus, and Phoca leonina, in the
same memoir, was made the type of his genus Macrorhinus,
leaving nothing to represent the old Linnean genus Phoca.
Calocephalus, however, has precedence by eighteen pages
over Macrorhinus. Besides this, Macrorhinus of F. Cuvier is
preoccupied by Macrorhinus Latreille, I825, for a genus of
Coleoptera, and has had to give way to Mirounga Gray, I827.
When Calocephalus was established, only Phoca leonina was
left to bear the restricted name Phoca. In view of all this,
plainly set forth in i88o, when rules of nomenclature were
less rigidly enforced than at present, I then pleaded for the
retention of Phoca as the generic name of the Harbor Seal, as
follows: "This, however, seems so contrary to the traditions
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-of Phoca, which from I735 to the present day has been gener-
-ally associated by the majority of writers with vitulina and its
nearest allies, that it seems an act of violence to transfer it
-to what is logically its legitimate connection with leonina,
thereby making Macrorhinus a synonym of the restricted
genus Phoca. . . . In view of the tradition and usage of
.the case it seems best to waive the technicality here involved
-and suffer Phoca to retain its time-honored associations."
The only way, however, to retain Phoca for the Phoca vitu-
lina group is to invoke Canon XXIII of the American Orni-
thologists' Union 'Code of Nomenclature,' which provides as
follows: "If, however, the genus contains both exotic and
non-exotic species,-from the standpoint of the original au-
thor,-and the generic term is one originally applied by the
.ancient Greeks or Romans, the process of elimination is to
be restricted to the non-exotic species." As the Harbor Seal
-is, or was formerly, a common species in the Mediterranean,
as well as on the western shores of Europe, and was the only
seal really known, not only to the ancients but to the early
natural-history writers, as Rondelet, Olaus Magnus, Gesner,
-and Aldrovandus, and down to about I750, it meets the
-requirements of Canon XXIII as against its competitor, the
Phoca leonina of Linneus, which was practically first made
.known by Lord Anson in 1748.
Specific Names.
In case the Harbor Seal of eastern North America proves
.-separable from true Phoca vitulina of Europe, as seems almost
certain, an available name for the southern form is found in
Phoca concolor Dekay (I842), based on New York examples
of the light phase.
The nomenclature of the North Pacific species seemis at
-first sight highly complicated, but a careful examination of
the early names shows that they have very little basis and
that most of them should be rejected as unidentifiable. The
names to be here especially considered are, in the order of
date, as follows: (i) Phoca largha Pallas, i8ii; (2) Phoca
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ochotensis Pallas, i8ii; (3) Phoca tigrina Lesson, i827; (4)
Phoca chorisi Lesson, i828; (5) -Phoca nummularis Tem-
minck, I 842; (6) Halichcerus antarcticus Peale, I848; (7)
Halicyon richardii Gray, I 864; (8) Phoca pealii Gill, i 866; (9)
Halicyon? californica Gray, I886. Only five of these names
- Phoca largha Pallas, Phoca ochotensis Pallas, Halichcris
antarcticus Peale, Phoca nummularis Temminck, and Hali-
cyon richardii Gray- are entitled to serious consideration.
The Phoca tigrina of Lesson was based on the 'Phoque
tigre,' figured by Kraschenninikow in his 'Histoire de Kam-
tschatka' as inhabiting the coast of Kamschatka, and may
be either of three very distinct species of spotted seals now
known to inhabit this coast, and is therefore unidentifiable.
The Phoca chorisi of Lesson, founded on a figure by Choris,
published without any descriptive detail (Voy. Pittoresque,
plate viii), of his 'Chien de mer de Detroit de Behring,' is like-
wise indeterminate.
Phoca pealii Gill is a synonym of Halichcerus antarcticus
Peale, the latter being an avowed substitute for Peale's name.
Gray's Halicyon ? californica, based on the "Hair Seal,
Phoca jubata" of Hutching (Scenes of Wonder and Curiosity
in California, p. I89), has of course no standing.
Taking up the other names in chronological order, the first
is the Phoca largha of Pallas, which has of late been revived
for the large spotted seals of the North Pacific, and used, as
the present material shows, for the designation of several
quite distinct species. Pallas's Phoca largha is, however, un-
identifiable and therefore not available for any of the species
to which it has been applied. His description,' based on an
imperfect skin, which lacked the head, is not diagnostic, there
being no indication of the size of the animal, nor mention of
any character that may not apply to any of the several species
of spotted seals found along the coast of Kamschatka. He
gives the Russian name as 'Nerpa,' and says that it is also
called 'Largha' on the eastern coast of Kamschatka. Ac-
cording to Mr. Buxton's notes, the name Nerpa is applied,
"I P. capite --- corpore supra nitide albente, maculis nigris ovalibus sparso."
-Zoog. Rosso-Asiat., I, i8iI, p. 133.
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on the Siberian coast, to Erignathus barbatus, and the name
Largha to the larger spotted seal of the same region.
The history of the use of the name Phoca largha Pallas is
briefly as follows: In I850 (Cat. Seals, p. 54) and later (Cat.
Seals and Whales, I870, p. 24) Dr. J. E. Gray identified it
with Temminck's Phoca nummularis. It having been found
that the spotted seals of the Pribilof and Commander Islands
were not Phoca vitulina, Pallas's name largha has recently
been applied to them, without, however, any discussion of its
availability. It appears to have been first used in such a
connection by Dr. L. Stejneger in I896, in his report on 'The
Russian Fur-seal Islands' (Bull. U. S. Fish. Comm., Vol.
XVI, I896, p. 2 I), where Phoca largha appears in a brief
enumeration of the marine mammals occurring on the Com-
mander Islands. When this report was republished two years
later in Jordan's 'Report on the Fur Seals and the Fur-Seal
Islands of the North Pacific' (Part IV, I898, p. 3o) a footnote
was added, referring to the name Phoca largha, stating:
"During I896 there were killed 49 'Nerpi' on Bering Island
and 22 on Copper Island," thus again connecting the name
Nerpa with Phoca largha. Mr. F. W. True in I899 (Jordan's
Fur Seal Report, Part III, p. 35I), in a paper on the 'Mam-
mals of the Pribilof Islands,' tentatively used the name
"Phoca largha Pallas ?" for "the hair seal found about the
islands," apparently taking Dr. Merriam as his authority for
its probable identification "with the P. largha of Pallas."
It is doubtless on this basis that the name was used, passim,
in the same volume by Messrs. Stiles and Hassell in their
memoir on the 'Internal Parasites of the Fur Seal,' in enum-
erating the hosts of the various species of parasites there de-
scribed. The name has since been accepted in the same sense
by Mr. Witmer Stone (Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., I90I, p.
43); by Mr. D. G. Elliot (Synop. 14. Am. Mamm., Dec., I9OI,
p. 363), and by Miller and Rehn (N. Am. Mamm., Dec., 190I,
p. I94). The material now in hand and referred to respec-
tively by Stejneger, Merriam, True, and Stone, shows that the
name as used by these authors covers three very distinct
species, as will be shown later in the present paper.
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Pallas's Phoca ochotensis (Zoog. Rosso-Asiat., I, i8iI, p.
I I 7) seems available for the larger spotted seal of the Okhotsk
Sea, as will be shown later in treating of that species.
The next name requiring careful consideration is the Phoca
nummularis Temminck (Fauna Japonica, Mamm. Marine,
I842, p. 3). He says: "Le troisieme Pkoque des parages
septentrionaux de l'oc6an pacifique nous est connu d'apr6s
trois jeunes individus et d'apr6s un nombre 6gal de peaux in-
completes d'individus adultes, tous rapportes du Japon par
M.M. de Siebold et Bufrger. C'est 6videmment le deuxibme
Phoque de Steller, Descr. du Camtsch. p. I07, et l'esp6ce dont
Pallas fait mention en traitant du Phoque commun, 1. c.
[Zoog. Rosso-Asiat., I,] p. II7,nota 2; puis le Phoque, figur6
sans le moindre d6tail descriptif, dans le voyage de Choris,
P1. 8, sous le nom de Phoque du d6troit de Behring; peut-etre
convient-il 6galement de rapprocher de cette espece in6dite le
Phoca largha de Pallas, ibid. p. II3, n? 43. Quoi qu'il en
soit, nous avons cru devoir conf6rer L ce Phoque le nom qu'il
porte, suivant Pallas, 1. c. p. II 7, chez les Russes, savoir celui
de Phoque nummulaire, Phoca nummularis."
Temminck describes his six skins in detail, and comments
upon their wide range of color-variation. He also describes
the three imperfect skulls that accompanied the skins, and
points out their resemblance to the skull of the " Phoque a
croissant [Phoca grcenlandica], notamment par la configuration
de la r6gion interorbitaire, qui est, par devant, plus large que
dans le crane du Phoque annel6 [Phoca hispida]. Quant au
systeme dentaire, il n'offre pas la moindre disparit6 de celui
du Phoque a croissant et du Phoque annel6." He concludes:
"Ce Phoque est en quelque sorte interm6diaire entre le
Phoque 4 croissant . . . et le Phoque annel6 . . .; car il
offre beaucoup d'analogie avec le premier par la configuration
de son crane, notamment par celle de la r6gion interorbitaire
ainsi que par celle de ses dents, tandis qu'il se rapproche
davantage du second par son systeme de coloration."
Later the skull fragments described by Temminck were ex-
amined by J. E. Gray, who states (Proc. Zool. Soc. London,
I864, pp. 3I, 32) that "they are nearly all from very young
[December, 1902.] 30
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specimens of nearly the same age." He compares these frag-
ments with the corresponding parts in Phoca fdetida and says:
"The general form and size of the face, and the form of the
teeth, are very similar to those of a skull of Pagomys fcetidus
of the same age." He adds that "the grinders" are " larger,
thicker, and rather closer together, the central lobe of the
grinders being considerably larger, thicker, and stronger, and
all of the lobes of the grinders being more acute." Gray's
comparative measurements of Phoca fwtida and P. nummularis
show that the latter is very much smaller than P. fcetida and
indicate a species much below the size of any species of Phoca
known to me. The name Phoca nummularis, therefore, cannot
apply to any of the species represented by the material here
under consideration. All that we thus far know of Phoca
nummularis points to a species very similar in coloration to
Phoca fcetida, but smaller and with heavier dentition-features
which may characterize a species of seal found in Japan, and
still practically unknown, and certainly not known to occur
elsewhere.
The next name in order of date is Halichcerus antarcticus
Peale. As long since pointed out by Dr. Gill (Proc. Essex
Inst., Vol. V, i866, p. 4, footnote), "The Halichwrus antarcti-
cus of Peale . . . is a typical species of Phocac"; and he
adds that it " appears to be identical with a species occurring
along the California and Oregonian coasts, and consequently
there must be some error as to its assigned habitat in the
Antarctic seas. I am happy to add that Mr. Peale himself
now doubts the correctness of the labels on the faith of which
he gave its habitat [Desolation Island], and as a change of
name is desirable, I would propose that of P. pealii." I have
examined this skull,' but cannot quite agree with Dr. Gill in
his determination of the species. It is a rather young skull
and apparently a female, but in one important particular it
does not agree with the Harbor Seal occurring along the
Pacific coast of the United States. Since, however, it does
agree with the Atlantic coast form, the name must be synony-
mized with Phoca vitulina. Where the skull actually came
1 See Hist. N. Amer. Pinnipeds, i88o, pp. 580, 58I, figs. 44, 46.
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from, and how it obtained its erroneous locality label, are
mysteries that will probably never be solved. As shown by
my figures of the specimen (1. c., p. 580, fig. 45), the pre-
maxillae scarcely reach the nasals, instead of touching them
for a greater or less distance, as in all of the Pacific coast
specimens of the Phoca vitulina group available for examina-
tion (see postea, p. 47I). We are thus fortunately able to
avoid the use of the very objectionable name antarcticus for
any of the North American species of Phoca.
The next name in order of date is the Halicyon richardii of
Gray, I864 (P. Z. S., I864, pp. 28-3I, figs. i and 4), based on
specimens from "Fraser's River and Vancouver Island."
Later (Cat. Seals and Whales, i866, p. 30I) these are said to
consist of a skeleton from Fraser's River and a skull "ob-
tained from the west coast of Vancouver's Island." Mr. J. W.
Clark, however, says (P. Z. S., I873, p. 336) that Halicyon
richardii Gray was " described from a single skull from Van-
couver Island." Which of the skulls is figured is not stated.
The name is available'for the Hair Seal of Vancouver Island
and neighboring coasts, and is the first name unequivocally
pertinent to any North Pacific seal of the Phoca vitulina
group.
SEXUAL DIFFERENCES IN DENTITION IN PHOCA VITULINA.'
Figs. I-4.
There are eleven skulls of Harbor Seals in the osteological
collection of the American Museum of Natural History, of
which ten have the sex indicated, the specimens having been
received at the Museum in the flesh from various menageries,
chiefly from the Central Park Menagerie and the Aquarium,
New York City. They are all 'young adults,' from unknown
localities, but presumably all are from the eastern coast of
the United States and probably mostly from the coast of
Maine. The sexed skulls embrace three males and seven
1 In the absence of a series of authentic skulls of the true Phoca vitulina of Europe,the name is here used only tentatively for the so-called Harbor Seal of the Atlantic
coast of North America. This seal certainly differs from any seals of the Pacific coast
of North America; and in all probability is separable from the Harbor Seal of Europe.In case this proves to be as here conjectured, the name Phoca concolor Dekay, as said
above, will be available for the seal of the eastern coast of the United States.
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females. In addition to these are two skulls from the coast
of Maine, sexed as male and female, received for examination
from the U. S. National Museum, making I3 in all. This
material shows that the toothrow in the females is fully as
long as in the males, but that the individual teeth are very
much heavier in the males, so that while in the females the
teeth, except pm2 and pm3, stand in a straight line one behind
the other, with little or no obliquity of insertion, in the males
the teeth are so much larger that there is not room for them
in a straight line, and the axis of insertion for two of the upper
and three of the lower teeth (pmn2-3 and pm2-4) is more or less
oblique to the axis of the jaw, the divergence in the two axes
amounting in some cases to fully 450.
Male. - In the male pml is small and conical and generally.
has a more or less oblique insertion at the postero-inner base
of the canine; pm2 and pm3 are much larger, subequal, and
inserted obliquely to the axis of the toothrow, the angle being
greater in pm2 than in pm3, and varying in different individ-
Fig. I. Phoca viiulina, 'youn adult' S. Am. Mus.
No. I3969, probably from coast of Maine. Upper dentition,
outside, inside, an crown views of teeth. Nat. size.
uals; in pm4 and ml
the axis of insertion
is usually parallel to
the axis of the tooth
row.
The upper teeth,
except pml, are usu-
ally tricuspid, pm2,
pm3, and pm4 hav-
ing a main cusp-
high, pointed, and
directed backward
-and two accessory
cusps behind it, the
anterior cusp being
either wholly sup-
pressed or present as
a rudiment. In pm3 the posterior cusp is sometimes sup-
pressed or so rudimentary that the tooth is practically
bicuspid instead of tricuspid. The same exceptional con-
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dition occurs less frequently in pm2. The molar is tricus-
pid, but in a different way, there being an accessory cusp
both before and behind the main cusp; the accessory cusps
are subequally developed,
but generally the pos-
terior is larger than the
anterior, which latter is
sometimes quite obsolete.
In the lower jaw the
teeth are much heavier
than in the upper jaw,
more serrated, more
crowded, and more given
to the development of
what may be termed ad-
ventitious cusps. Pm2 4
normally considerably
Fig. 2. Phoca vitulina, 'young adult' t. Am.
Mus. No. x4969, probably from coast of Maine.Lower. dentition, outside, inside, and crown views of
teeth. Nat. size.
overlap each other and have a very oblique insertion, pm2
and pm3 being set rather more obliquely than pm4, the
molar alone usually having the axis of insertion parallel to
the axis of the tooth-
row. The teeth are
>\J<'\J3 usually 4-cusped,
but not infrequently
g-cusped, more rare-
( ly 6-cusped, there
being a main, high-
pointed cusp, with
two well defined
cusps behind it and
one or two, and
VWsa@> @ sometimes three, in
Fig. 3. Phoca vituelina, 'young adult' 9. Am. Mus. front of it, the inner
No. 14442, probably from coast of Maine. Upper dentition,
outside, inside, and crown views of teeth. Nat. size. front border of the
cingulum in heavy
unworn teeth being often serrated with cusplets which in-
crease in size toward the main cusp. The molar has normally
four simple subequal cusps, the second or main one being the
46910.]
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largest and the second posterior cusp the smallest; sometimes
there are two points in front of the main cusp, miaking five
in all; sometimes the last posterior cusp is obsolete or barely
indicated, its development greatly varying in different
specimens. In addition to the variations above noted in
the number of cusps on the molar, a cusp, sometimes of
considerable size, but usually rudimentary, is developed at
the inner base of the main cusp, and in rare instances another,
much smaller, at the base of the cusp next behind the main
cusp.
Female. - The teeth are about one half smaller and less
obliquely inserted than in the male, and often vary from the
Fig. s. Phoca vitulina, 'young adult' i.Am. us No. 14442, probably from coast of
Maine. Lower dentition, outside, inside, and
crown views of teeth. Nat. size.
male dentition in the reduc-
tionof the cusps, both in size
and numiber. The internal
accessorycusps, so often seen
in the male, seem to be uni-
formly absent.
The teeth vary notably in
the development of cusps in
both sexes, as does also the
size of the teeth. Some fe-
males have nearly as heavy
dentition as some males, so
that through the wide range
of individual variation in
this respect, one cannot be sure whether in skulls not marked
for sex a skull with rather weak dentition is a heavy-toothed
female or a light-toothed male.'
"Among the thirteen skulls here under consideration are three that differ strikingly
from the rest of the series. Two of them were received from Messrs. Barnum and
Bailey, and the other, at about the same date, from the Central Park Menagerie. These
three skulls, sexed as female, uniformly differ from the others in having only three
cusps instead of four on the lower molar. In one (No. 6366) there is a rudimentary
second posterior cusp, about as large as a small pin point. This skull agrees with the
only skull (No. 32) of known European origin available for examination, and I strongly
suspect that these three aberrant skulls are also European, and that the animals were
obtained through the well-known European dealer in menagerie specimens, Carl Hagen-
beck. If this conjecture is correct, the difference in the form of the last molar will
serve as a good distinguishing character between the females of the European and
North American Atlantic coast Harbor Seals.
These same skulls differ from the other female skulls in lacking one cusp throughout
both the upper and lower premolar-molar series, the upper premolars lacking the second
posterior cusp, being bicuspid instead of tricuspid, while in the lower jaw there is a
corresponding reduction in the number of cusps.
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COMPARISON OF THE ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC FORMS OF THE
PHOCA VITULINA GROUP.
The skulls of the Phoca vitulina group available for study
from the coasts of the North Pacific and Bering Sea number
26. They include i from Santa Barbara Islands; 2 from
Puget Sound; i from Yakutat Bay; i from Kenai, Alaska;
i from Adakh Island, Aleutian Islands; 4 from St. Michaels.
To these may be added 4 from Point Barrow; 3 from the
Pribilof Islands; 4 from Bering Island; 2 from Avatcha Bay,
Kamschatka; 5 from mouth of Gichiga River, Okhotsk Sea.
The Point Barrow, Kamschatkan, and Okhotsk specimens,
however, represent species quite distinct from those from the
Pacific coast of North America. Hence the really available
material for comparison with the Atlantic coast specimens
consists of the skulls from the Pribilof Islands and St.
Michaels, Alaska, and a few from more southern points on
the Pacific coast. These are nearly all young, and not one
is identified as to sex. The general appearance of the St.
Michaels skulls seems to indicate that three of them are females
and the other a male. These and the other Pacific coast
skulls, compared with Atlantic coast skulls of closely corre-
sponding ages, show the following resemblances and differences.
Cranial Differences. - In the Pacific coast skulls the pre-
maxille ascend not only to the nasals but extend posteriorly
so as to touch the sides of the nasals for about 8 to IO mm.;
in the Atlantic coast specimens the premaxilla barely touch
the nasals (in some cases do not quite reach them)-a distinc-
tion, accordingto Dr. True, first made known by Dr. Merriam.,
This distinction appears to be constant in all the skulls I have
examined from the Alaskan and Kamschatkan coasts, as com-
pared with those of the Atlantic coast.
Dental Characters. - A careful comparison of the Alaska
and Puget Sound skulls, tooth by tooth, with the Atlantic
coast specimens, reveals no tangible differences between the
I Cf. True, in Jordan's 'Report on the Fur Seals and Fur-Seal Islands of the North
Pacific Ocean,' Part III, I899, p. 351. At a meeting of the Biological Society of Wash-ington, held Jan. 30, I897, Dr. Merriam is recorded (Proc. Biol. Soc. Wash. XI, 1897,
p. viii) as having presented a communication on 'The Pribilof Island Hair Seal,' but the
paper does not appear to have been published.
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two series. In all of the Pacific coast skulls that have the
general appearance of being female the lower molar has only
three cusps, while all the skulls that are apparently male
have four, as in the Atlantic coast form. Thus in No. 9480
(Nat. Mus.), from Kenai, No. 2I476, from St. Michaels, and
No. 6486 from Washington the lower molar has four cusps, as
in male skulls from the Atlantic coast. The premolars are
also all similar in the two series, except for the larger size of
the teeth of the males, in both series. This is contrary to Dr.
Merriam's discovery (as reported by Dr. True, 1. c.), that:
"In P. vitulina the lower premolar [= premolars ?] and molar
have usually four cusps each, but in the Pribilof seal three."
A large fully mature skull from the Pribilof Islands (Nat.
Mus. No. 49550), apparently a female, and probably one of
the skulls examined by Dr. Merriam, agrees with the sup-
posed female skulls from St. Michaels. In another Pribilof
skull, from St. George Island (Nat. Mus. No. IOI330), also
without indication of sex but apparently a male, the lower
molar has four cusps, as in Phoca vitulina.
In a very old heavily ossified skull (Mus. Comp. Zool. No.
6I 57) from Santa Barbara Islands, evidently a male, the right
lower molar has four cusps, and the left lower molar three,
with the fourth distinctly indicated but very small.
In a series of four skulls from Bering Island, collected by
Dr. Stejneger, unmarked as to sex, three of which are very old
and the other quite immature, the lower molars in all of the
old skulls are distinctly 4-cusped; in the young skull the left
lower molar is just as distinctly 3-cusped, while the right lower
molar is 4-cusped! (See Fig. 9, p. 490.) Also, in four skulls
(received since the above was put in type) from San Geronimo
Island, L. Cal., two of which are male and two female, the
number of cusps on the lower molar varies in both sexes and
also on the two sides of the same jaw from three to four.
The relative size and mode of implantation of the teeth in
theI jaws (both upper and lower) is the same in specimens
from the west coast of North America as in those from the
east coast, with the same great sexual difference in size, and
in the position of the teeth in the jaw.
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From the foregoing it is evident that the number of cusps,
whether three or four, is in part a sexual character, and in
part due to individual variation, and does not serve to dis-
tinguish Atlantic coast from Pacific coast specimens.
Supernumerary Teeth.- In addition to the tendency to the
development of supernumerary or adventitious internal cusps
on the last molar, and to individual variation in the number
of what may be termed normal cusps, already noted, the fre-
quency of supernumerary teeth in the seals of the Phoca
vitulina type is a matter of interest. The series of 26 North
Pacific and Bering Sea skulls contains 5 cases of super-
numerary teeth, as follows:
No. 6970, Mus. Comp. Zool., Plover Bay, Siberia. Alveolus
on left side for a supernumerary pm, in front of pml, appar-
ently of nearly the normal size of pml.
No. 2I3I2, Nat. Mus., Bering Island. A supernumerary
incisor between il and i2 on the right side, nearly equalling in
size the normal incisors.
No. IOI330, Nat. Mus., St. George Island, Pribilof Islands.
Supernumerary premolar on right side, between pm3 and pm4,
about the size and shape of pml; on the left side a super-
numerary tooth between pm4 and the molar, also of about the
size and shape of pm'.
No. 82820, Nat. Mus., Coast of Maine. A supernumerary
premolar in the lower jaw, inside the tooth line opposite pm,
on the left side, larger than a normal pm,, and in form a
miniature pm2.
No. 22, McIlhenny Collection (Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila.), Point
Barrow, Alaska. A supernumerary tooth inside the tooth
line on the right side, opposite pml, and about one third the
size of a normal pml.
NORTH PACIFIC PHOCIDAI.
i. Erignathus barbatus (Fabricius).
BEARDED SEAL.
Erignathus barbatus MURDOCH, Rep. Point Barrow Exped. I885, 95
(Point Barrow).- NELSON & TRUE, Rep. Nat. Hist. Coll. Alaska, I887,
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259 (St. Michaels, Sledge Islands, Cape Prince of Wales, Alaska).-
STONE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., I900, 43 (Point Barrow).
Siberian specimens do not appear to differ appreciably from
Greenland examples, on comparison of series of six or eight
skulls of each. Mr. Bogoras, however, informs me that the
form occurring in the Okhotsk Sea is considerably smaller than
that found along the northeastern coast of Siberia.
According to Mr. Nelson, the Bearded Seal is "rather com-
mon along the Alaskan coast of Bering Sea south to Bristol
Bay." Murdoch states that it is not rare at Point Barrow,
where it occurs at all seasons, but is most common in summer
and autumn. On the Siberian side it ranges southward to
the Okhotsk Sea, where several specimens were secured by
Mr. Buxton for the American Museum. Mr. Bogoras ob-
tained others from the Anadyr coast, northeastern Siberia.
2. Histriophoca fasciata (Zimmerman).
RIBBON SEAL.
Phoca dorsata PALLAS, Zoog. Rosso-Asiat. I, i8i I, I 2, part (Olo-
tura, coast of Kamschatka = Olintorsk of modern maps). Cf. Nord-
quist, Vega-Exped. Vetensk. Iakt. II, I883, PP. IIO, III.
Phoca (Histriophoca) fasciata TRUE, Amer. Nat. XVII, July, I883, 798;
Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. VI, April, I884, 4I7, 426, pll. xi-xiv, skull, oste-
ological characters, and skeleton (Plover Bay, Siberia, and Cape Roman-
zoff, Alaska).
Histriophoca fasciata NORDENSKIOLD, VOY. Vega, Engl. ed. I882, 563
(fig. of animal), 565, 590 (St. Lawrence Island, Bering Sea).-MUR-
DOCH, Rep. Point Barrow Exped., i885, 97 (Point Barrow, rare).
TRUE, in Jordan's Rep. Fur Seals and Fur-Seal Islands, part iii, I889,
351 (St. Paul Island, as a straggler).
Phoca fasciata NORDQUIST, Vega - Exped. Vetensk. Iakt. II, I883,
I07, figs. i6-i8, skull, fig. I9, color pattern (Kamschatka).-NELSON
& TRUE, Rep. Nat. Hist. Coll. Alaska, I887, 26I (south to Cape Van-
couver, Alaska).-STEJNEGER, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm., XVI, I896, 2I
(Commander Islands).
This species is restricted to the North Pacific, and appears
to be rare on the Alaskan coast, and rather more common,
but not numerous, on the coast of Siberia, occurring as far
south, according to Von Schrenck, as the Okhotsk Sea. Pal-
las states that it was formerly found at the Kurile Islands.
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Murdoch records it as of rare occurrence at Point Barrow, and
True mentions the capture of a young female by sealers near
St. Paul Island. Dall obtained specimens at Cape Roman-
zoff. Nelson gives its southern limit as "about the rocky
shores of Nunevak Island and Cape Vancouver. Stray indi-
viduals may occur about the mouth of the Koskoquim River,
but if so they are very rare."
(?) 3. Phoca (Pagophilus) grcenlandica (Fabricius).
HARP SEAL.
Phoca grcenlandica NORDQUIST, Vega-Exped. Vetensk. Iakt. II,
I883, I05 (ex P. dorsata Pallas). Reported as not seen east of White
Island, off the Gulf of Obi.
Phoca grcenlandica NELSON & TRUE, Rep. Nat. Hist. Coll. Alaska,
I887, 263 (Wrangle and Herald Islands).-STEJNEGER, Bull. U. S. Fish
Comm. XVI, I896, 2I (Commander Islands, on the authority of pre-
vious writers.)
I have never seen a specimen of this species from the North
Pacific. It was recorded in early days by Steller and Pallas
as occurring on the coast of Kamschatka. Mr. Nelson men-
tions "a skin of a young specimen" brought to him at St.
Michaels,by a native, from Cape Prince of Wales. He also states:
" During the cruise of the ' Corwin ' in the summer of i88i I
was fortunate enough to add a little to the known distribution
of the 'Saddle-back.' While cruising among the ice about
Wrangel and Herald Islands several adults were seen, some of
which were within a very short distance of the vessel. On
August I 2, in particular, while we were steaming through the
pack off the shore of Wrangel Island, two of these seals were
seen close alongside. One came up within twenty yards of
us and gazed curiously at the vessel as it pushed against a
slowly-yielding mass of ice. The chestnut brown of the ani-
mal's head was very conspicuous, and I called Captain
Hooper's attention to it, whereupon he said that he had seen a
number of these animals in the pack along this coast while
there the previous year. This is good evidence that the
Saddle-back is a regular and not uncommon summer resident
of the ice-pack northwest of Bering Straits, and it probably
winters there as well. South of Bering Straits its range
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appears to coincide very closely with that of the Ribbon Seal,
but it is very much less common."
As already said, I have never seen a specimen of Phoca
grcesnlandica from the North Pacific, nor from Bering Sea, nor
can I find any record of a specimen taken in these waters
except as recorded by Pallas, who refers, under his Phoca
dorsata, to its occurrence "in mari Camtschatico praesertim
circa Olutora observatur, indeque versus arcticum fretum
passim habitat." As his Phoca dorsata has been currently
synonymized with Phoca grcnlandica (as it obviously is in
part), the Kamschatkan record has been accredited to Phoca
grcnlandica. Temminck mentions having seen three skins
obtained at " Sitka," but this locality is obviously erroneous.
In writing to Dr. Stejneger, while preparing this paper, I
expressed doubt of the occurrence of Phoca gracnlandica in
the North Pacific or adjacent arctic waters, and asked him
to kindly inform me whether Nordquist recorded specimens
taken there during the voyage of the 'Vega,' the report on
the scientific results of this voyage not being then accessible
to me.' Under date of November 7, I902, he says: "His
[Nordquist's] only authority for Ph. grcenlandica in Kam-
schatka is the assumption of its identity with Pallas's Ph.
dorsata, and -he adds (p. io6): 'In the Zool. Museum of
the Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg there are found
a few skulls and skins under the name of Phoca dorsata with
the statement that they are from Kamschatka. They belong
without doubt to females and young males of Phoca fasciata.
For the present the occurrence of this species in the
Pacific seems very improbable.'"
The vicinity of Wrangel Island is of course outside of the
geographical limits of the present paper; but Mr. Nelson's
observations are of special interest in this connection as ex-
tending the known range of Phoca grcnlandica far to the
eastward of its previous recorded occurrence. Nordquist
states that it was not observed on the 'Vega' Expedition
east of White Island, near the mouth of the Gulf of Obi,
1 Through the kindness of Dr. Stejneger I have been able, since this matter was
put in type, to consult Nordquist's Report.
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although the region to the eastward was traversed and the
'Vega' wintered off the northeast coast of Siberia.
Although there is no satisfactory evidence of the occurrence
of Phoca grcnlandica in the North Pacific nor in Bering Sea,
the species is included partly for the reason of its previous
records from this region, and partly for the purpose of calling
attention to the unsatisfactory evidence of its claim to a
place in the list of North Pacific seals.
4. Phoca (Pusa) hispida (Schreber).'
RINGED SEAL.
Phoca fctida NORDQUIST, Vega-Exped. Vetensk. lakt. II, I883, I04
(Bering Island).-MURDOCH, Rep. Point Barrow Exped. I885, 95 (Point
Barrow). - NELSON & TRUE, Rep. Nat. Hist. Coll. Alaska, I887, 26I
(Unalakleet and St. Michaels, Alaska).- STEJNEGER, Bull. U. S. Fish
Comm. XVI, I896, 2I (Commander Islands). -STONE, Proc. Acad. Nat.
Sci. Phila. I900, 44 (Point Barrow).
This species is abundantly represented in collections from
Point Barrow, where it is reported by Murdoch as common at
all seasons. Stone records 28 specimens (skulls) as collected
there by the McIlhenny expedition. There are also speci-
mens in the U. S. National Museum from St. Michaels, Alaska,
and Plover Bay, Siberia, and Stejneger has recorded it from
the Commander Islands. Specimens were collected for the
American Museum by Mr. Buxton in the Okhotsk Sea, which
differ in smaller size and weaker dentition from the Point
Barrow specimens, and seem to represent a recognizable
subspecies, described below. The Point Barrow specimens,
collected by McIlhenny, which, through the kindness of the
authorities of the Wistar Institute of Philadelphia, I have
been able to examine, agree well with nearly as many Green-
land (Davis Strait and Baffin Bay) specimens in the American
Museum.
Phoca hispida presents a wide range of purely individual
variation in the size and the structure of the teeth. The
teeth vary in size in different specimens of the same sex from
the same locality by fifty per cent, the teeth in some speci-
1 Phoca hispida Schreber (pl. Lxxxvi, 1775) has one year priority over Phoca fcatida
Fabricius (0. F. Moller's Zool. Dan. Prod., p. viii, I776).
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mens being twice as heavy as in others. An equally note-
worthy variation is seen in the number of cusps on the teeth
of the premolar-molar series. In the upper teeth pml has usu-
ally two cusps, but sometimes three. The other teeth have
usually three cusps, but pm2 and pm3 have often only two,
the anterior cusp being wholly suppressed; quite as often pm2
or pm3, or both, have four cusps, through the development of
an anterior cusp and of two posterior cusps. Frequently the
corresponding teeth on the two sides of the jaw vary in the
number of cusps. While the difference is not sexual, extra
cusps appear to be more frequently developed in the male
-than in the female.
In the lower teeth pm1 and the molar usually have three
cusps each, and pm 2-4 have usually four each. The lower
molar is of special interest in comparison with the lower molar
-in P. vitulina, P. richardii, and P. ochotensis, in which the
number of cusps varies from three to four. In Phoca hispida
in about 33 per cent of the skulls the molar has four cusps,
and in the other 66 per cent only three cusps. In about I2
per cent the molar on one side of the jaw has three cusps and
on the opposite side four cusps. The difference is not sexual,
since males and females occur in both series.
5. Phoca (Pusa) hispida gichigensis, subsp. nov.
OKHOTSK SEA RINGED SEAL.
Type, No. I8276, ? , young adult, Gichiga, Okhotsk Sea, Oct. I2, I900;
N. G. Buxton, Jesup North Pacific Expedition.
Similar to P. hispida, but very much smaller, and with relatively
-weaker dentition.
This subspecies is represented by two skins and their skulls, both young
females, taken at Gichiga, on the western coast of the Okhotsk Sea. One
of the skulls is complete; the other consists of only the lower jaw and
the rostral portion of the skull, including the complete dentition.
The external measurements of one of the specimens (No. i8277) are as
follows: Total length, 770 mm.; tail, go; hind foot, I90. The other
specimen, of which apparently no measurements were taken, is some-
what larger.
The type skull measures as follows: Basal length, 139 mm.; greatest
zygomatic breadth, 86; mastoid breadth, 92; front edge of intermaxillee
to pterygoid hamuli, 75; front border of incisors to posterior border of
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molar, 42; front of intermaxillae to meatus auditorius, 96; palatal length
(on median line), 58; palato-maxillary suture to anterior border of fora-
men magnum, 86; palatal width between the molars, 27.5; length of
upper premolar-molar series, 29; length of nasals, 35; breadth of nasals
at middle, 5.5; least interorbital breadth, 7; length of brain-case, 65;
greatest width of brain-case, 82; length of lower jaw, 86; length of lower
premolar-molar series, 30.
The skins have lain saturated with oil for nearly two years, and doubt-
less the general color has thereby been more or less altered. The upper
surface is now yellowish brown, the sides and back inconspicuously
marbled with dark brown or blackish; the spots are irregular in size and
shape, and are often confluent. The ventral surface is yellowish white,
wholly unspotted.
The small spotted seal of Bering Sea has commonly been
referred to Phoca hispida. I have had before me some 30 or
more skulls from Bering Sea and adjacent waters (5 from St.
Michaels, i from Unalakleet, i from Port Clarence, i from
Point Barrow, and 3 from Plover Bay, Siberia) which present
no tangible differences from a large series from Greenland.
On the other hand, the two female skulls from'Gichiga are
notably smaller, with relatively much weaker dentition. A
larger series from the Okhotsk Sea might bridge over the differ-
ence in size, but there are strongly marked differences in
other features. Although there is a wide range of individual
variation in size among female skulls of Phoca hispida, I find
none in the large series now available for examination as
small as the two Gichiga skulls, in which the length is I2 to I5
mm. shorter than in average specimens of P. hispida.
More important differences consist in the much weaker den-
tition, and in the relative length of the premaxillary portion
of the palatal floor and the correlated differences in the length
and shape of the anterior palatine foramina. The upper
toothrow is about one-tenth shorter than in the smallest
Greenland and Bering Sea examples, and the teeth them-
selves are more than correspondingly less robust' than this
difference would necessarily imply, the teeth being very nar-
row in their transverse breadth and hence far more delicate in
general size and structure.
The anterior palatine foramina are relatively much shorter
and broader than in P. hispida, with a quite different contour,
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shown especially in the more shallow hollowing of their an-
terior portion. Their shortness is due to the shortness of the
premaxillary portion of the palate, which is one-fifth shorter
than in P. hispida. In view of these differences the Okhotsk
Sea form seems well entitled to subspecific recognition.
6. Phoca ochotensis Pallas.
OKHOTSE SEAL.
Figs. 5-6.
Phoca ochotensis PALLAS, Zoog. Rosso-Asiat. I, I 8 II, I I 7 (Okhotsk Sea).
Type of present description, No. I8I69, v ad., mouth of Gichiga
River, Okhotsk Sea, Aug. I7, I90I; N. G. Buxton, Jesup North Pacific
Expedition.
General color above yellowish olive-brown, profusely marked with
small, irregular, dark brown and blackish spots, most numerous and
largest over the median area; below yellowish or ochraceous brown, with
fewer and more sharply defined spots of black. Tail dark above and
much spotted, lighter and unspotted on the sides and below. Upper sur-
face of feet heavily spotted, the lower surface without spots. Whiskers
white, crenulate for the basal third, the apical portion straight and
Nsmooth; longest whiskers 75-90 mm. in length. Nails dark brown or
blackish, long and narrow. The digits of the manus recede in length
from the ist to the 5th, the front border of the manus being much less
square than in Phoca vitulina and P. steinegeri. There seems to be no
sexual difference in color and very little in size.
Measurements. -Total length, 1470 mm.; tail, I30; hind foot, 265.
Two other males and a female range in total length from I340 (female)
to I470 (male) mm.
Skull. - The skull is long and narrow in proportion to its breadth,
with the rostral portion greatly attenuated in comparison with any of its
allies, perhaps most resembling in general outline that of Phoca grcen-
landica. The audital bullae are very large and greatly inflated, the
portion forming the meatus auditorius much produced and sharply con-
stricted from the bulla, as in Phoca grcenlandica. The premaxillae are in
contact with the nasals for a short distance, and the frontals extend
further forward along the nasals then in P. vitulina. The dentition
differs strikingly from that of any of the allied species, the teeth being
intermediate in stoutness between those of P. grmenlandica and P. vitu-
lina, stand in a straight line, and are separated by well-marked diastema.
The upper premolar-molar series are all bicuspid; there is a high main
cusp, with the point curved backward, and a small accessory cusp behind
it; in front of the main cusp the cingulum is strongly beaded, with, in
some specimens, an incipient cusp. There is a similar tendency to the
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Fig. 5. Phoca ochotensis. Type of present description. Am. Mus. No. I8I69, ? ad.,Okhotsk Sea. Lateral, superior, and palatal views of skull. i nat. size.
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development of a minute cusp behind the secondary cusp, especially on
pms and pm4. The posterior three lower teeth are generally 4-cusped.
The same irregularity in the number of cusps, already mentioned as
occuring in Phoca vitulina and P. richardii, is found in P. ochotensis. The
lower molar, however, appears to be pretty uniformly 4-cusped, with
quite frequently an 'adventitious' cusp at the postero-inner base of the
main cusp.
The only complete skull is that of the type, an adult female, which
measures as follows: Basal length, 200 mm.; greatest zygomatic breadth,
I I4; mastoid breadth, II7; front border of premaxille to pterygoid
hamuli, I05; front-
border of upper in-
cisors to posterior
borderof uppermo-
lar, 67; front bor-
der of premaxille
g_ to meatus auditori-
us, I 4 2; palatal
W ~~~length (along me-
dian line), 78; pal-
ato-maxillary
suture to pterygoid
hamutli, 44; palato-
maxillary suture to
interior border of
foramen magnum,
I30; palatal width
Fig. 6. Phoca ochotensis. Am. Mus. No. I8z69. Outside and between the mo-
crown-views of upper and lower teeth. Nat. size. lars, 42; length of
uppertoothrow, 45;
length of nasals, 43; breadth of nasals at fronto-maxillary suture,
I2; least interobital breadth, I4; length of brain-case, 85; greatest
width of brain-case, 9i; length of lower jaw, I29; lower tooth-
row, 46. The male skulls are imperfect; the parts preserved include
the frontal portions, with the complete dentition, and indicate that the
males are somewhat larger than the females, with rather heavier teeth.
This species is represented by five specimens (skins and
skulls), collected by Mr. N. G. Buxton on the Taiganose Penin-
sula, 20 miles south of the mouth of the Gichiga River, August
17 and i8, and September 4, I90I.
In cranial and dental characters Phoca ochotensis is inter-
mediate between Phoca vitulina and P. grcnlandica, but is
widely distinct from either. Subgenerically it is a Phoca and
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not a Pagophilus,lackingthe flattened frontal region,the square
palatal border, and extensively ossified narial septum of the lat-
ter, while the dentition is considerably heavier. In general form
the skull is much more elongated and relativelymuch narrower
than in Phoca vitulina, with markedly weaker dentition.
Pallas gave the name Phoca ochotensis to a small spotted
seal found in the Okhotsk Sea, which he says was especially
abundant between "Tanisk" and "Ishiga" (= Tansk and
Gichiga of modern maps). His long description is not espe-
cially diagnostic, but seems to point to the present species,
particularly in his reference to its slenderer and more graceful
form as compared with its congeners. His description of the
under parts as " subtus maculis subquadratis sparsis, obsolete
testaceis, sub collo crebrioribus," is characteristic of the pres-
ent species in contradistinction to Phoca hispida gichigensis,
the only other form of Phoca known from the Okhotsk Sea. A
definite type locality is given by Pallas, at which the present
specimens were taken, and which are therefore topotypes.
His statement " auriculae externae minutat nigricantes " might
seem to indicate an eared seal, but the whole tenor of his de-
scription shows conclusively that his Phoca ochotensis is a
species of Phoca.' Besides, a minute blackish rim aroundl the
ear opening is distinguishable in the present specimens, and
in one is quite noticeable. It is doubtless this to which he
refers in describing the ear.
7. Phoca ochotensis macrodens, subsp. nov.
SIBERIAN SEAL.
Phoca largha STONE, Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. 1900, 43 (Point Bar-
row, Alaska). Not Phoca largha of Stejneger, True, and others as ap-
plied to specimens from Bering Island, Pribilof Islands, etc.
Type, No. 83447, U. S. Nat. Mus., young adult (8), Avatcha Bay,
Kamschatka, I896; Dr. L. Stejneger.
Similar in dental and cranial characters to Phoca ochotensis but with
much heavier dentition, and the teeth less separated, especially in the
lower jaw. The external characters are not known.
Skull. - Similar in general conformation to that of Phoca ochotensis,
1 That he knew the eared seals is shown by his description of his Phoca leonina (= Eu-
metopias jubata = E. stelleri auct.) and Phoca nigra, which latter is based primarily on
a young fur seal from the Kurile Islands, recently named Callorhinus kurilensis, but
which must apparently be called Callotaria nigra.
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the rostral portion of the skull being similiarly narrow and elongated in
comparison with the other species of Phoca. The type skull, which is ap-
parently that of a 'young adult' male, measures as follows: Basal length,
205 mm.; greatest zygomatic breadth, I12; mastoid breadth, II7; front
border of premaxillae to pterygoid hamuli, io6; front border of upper
incisors to posterior border of upper molar, 6I; front border of premaxille
to meatus auditorius, I43; palatal leneth (along median line), 78; palato-
maxillary suture to pterygoid hamuli, 44; palato-maxillary suture to
anterior border of foramen magnum, I28; palatal width between the
molars, 39; length of upper toothrow, 43.5; length of nasals, 45; breadth
of nasals at fronto-maxillary suture, I I; least interorbital breadth, II;
length of brain-case, 85; greatest width of brain-case, 93; length of
lower jaw, 128; lower toothrow, 43. An adult skull, apparently female,
is smaller, the principal dimensions being as follows: Basal length, I82;
zygomatic breadth, I02; mastoid breadth, io6; front border of premax-
ille to pterygoid hamuli, 94; front border of premaxillae to meatus audi-
torius, I28; palatal length (along median line), 70; palato-maxillary su-
ture to foramen magnum, II5; palatal width between molars, 35; length
of upper toothrow, 40; length of nasals, 37; width of nasals at fronto-
maxillary suture, 9; length of lower jaw, II2; lower toothrow, 38.5.
This form ranges from the southeastern coast of Kam-
schatka north to Point Barrow, Alaska, and is represented by
the following specimens, which are skulls only: Avatcha Bay,
Kams., Nos. 83447 and 83448, U. S. Nat. Mus., apparently
male and female, both adult but not old, collected by Dr.
Stejneger in I896; Plover Bay, Siberian side of Bering Strait,
No. 6783, U. S. Nat. Mus. (formerly; now No. 6970, Mus.
Comp. Zoology), collected by Col. Buckley; Point Barrow,
Alaska, No. I676I, U. S. Nat. Mus., apparently ?, collected
by John Murdoch. Also three skulls, all collected by the E. A.
McIlhenny Expedition (orig. Nos. 22 and 3o, Acad. Nat. Sci.,
Philadelphia, and No. 53go,Wistar Institute, Philadelphia), and
all labelled as female by the collector. Detailed measure-
ments are given of all these skulls in the table on p. 497.
Phoca ochotensis macrodens differs from P. ochotensis, so far
as the skulls are concerned, in the much greater size of the
teeth, which, while the toothrow is of the same length in both,
are much larger and stand closer together, leaving much smal-
ler diastema between those of the upper jaw, while in the
lower jaw they are in close contact, and sometimes crowded,
so that pm2 is generally, and pm3 is sometimes inserted
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obliquely to the axis of the toothrow. The mandibular series
thus closely resembles the teeth of the more delicate females
of Phoca richardii and P. vitulina.
In this connection the Plover Bay skull is to me of special
interest. It is a large and apparently very old male, which in
i88o (Hist. N. Am. Pinnipeds, pp. 572 and 579) I referred
provisionally to Phoca vitulina, with the following comment:
" My attention has been forcibly drawn to this matter [sexual
variation] by a skull (No. 6783, Nat. Mus.) from Plover Bay
(Siberian Coast of Behring's Straits), which I at first referred
unhesitatingly to Phoca vitulina, when examined in connec-
tion with a large series from both the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts of America, but later, when compared again with a
smaller series, I thought it might represent a form closely
allied to, but still specifically distinct from, P. vitulina-
probably the so-called Phoca ' nummularis.' On collating it
again with the full series first examined it seemed undoubtedly
to be only an old female of P. vitulina. Aside from the
slighter and more delicate structure of the skull, the most
notable differences are the smaller, normally implanted, and
even slightly spaced molar teeth, the narrowness of the facial
portion of the skull, and the corresponding narrowness of the
lower jaw and absence of the abrupt outward curvature of
the rami at the last molar . . ." (1. c., p. 572). This ex-
tract is here quoted as showing the chief points of difference
between Phoca vitulina and Phoca ochotensis and its sub-
species macrodens. This Plover Bay skull I now regard as an
old male P. ochotensis macrodens, instead of a female Phoca
' vitulina' with exceptionally weak dentition and delicately
,developed skull. In other words, as regards dentition, there
is a resemblance in the size and position of the teeth between
males of P. ochotensis and females of P. vitulina.
8. Phoca stejnegeri, sp. nov.
BERING ISLAND SEAL.
Figs. 7-10.
Phoca largha STEJNEGER, Bull. U. S. Fish Comm. XVI, I896, 2I (Com-
mander Islands). No description. Not Phoca largha Pallas, sp. indet.
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Type, Nat. Mus. No. 2I 3 I0, 8 ad., skull, Bering Island, April i 6, I 883;
Dr. L. Stejneger.
Similar in general features to Phoca vitulina, but much larger, and
differing essentially in cranial and dental characters.
Light Phase. - Above deep straw yellow, profusely marked with very
small sharply defined black spots, most numerous on the back, from the
nose to the tail; ventral surface more sparsely spotted and general color
deeper yellow. Whiskers yellowish brown, perhaps from staining, flat-
tened, nodular for the basal half, the apical portion smooth, the longest
about 90-I00 mm. in length. Nails brownish black, rather short and
stout. Those on the anterior digits range in length from 2 7 mm. on the
5th to 37 on the ist; on the posterior digits the nails are too imperfect
for measurement. The fore flippers are rather truncated, being less
pointed than in P. ochotensis, the end of the 5th reaching to within
25-30 mm. of the end of the ist, as against 50 mm. in P. ochotensis.
Dark Phase. - General ground color as in the light phase, but almost
obliterated by the profuseness of the dark spots, which occupy about
four fifths of the dorsal surface and rather more than one half of the
ventral surface. Over the median third of the dorsal region the spots
are more or less confluent, and are separated, when distinct, by very
narrow, irregular spots and bands of the ground color; on the sides and
below the spots are more separated and occupy only about one half of
the general surface. On the limbs the dark markings form large patches,
interspersed with much smaller areas of the ground color. Although the
dark specimen (No. II4652, Tchipunski Bay, southeastern coast of
Kamschatka) is a female, the difference is obviously not sexual, as one
of the light specimens is also a female.
Young. -A young specimen (No.. f19, Bering Island), about one
fourth grown (830 mm. long), has the ground color lighter than in the
light phase of the adults- above yellowish gray profusely spotted with
dusky, below pale yellow sparsely marked with dusky spots and blotches.
The dark markings are more or less veiled with the lighter ground color
and hence less sharply defined and grayish black rather than black, as in
the adults. This specimen, though only a few weeks old, is about the
size of a full-grown female Phoca hispida. The permanent dentition had
barely cut the gums.
A fcetal specimen (No. I3990, 8, Bering Island, March I2, I883),
about 640 mm. long, has the general color pale yellow (white in life ?),
with a narrow dorsal brownish band, darkest on the head, lower part of
back, and tail; upper surface of fore flippers dusky brown; hind flippers
dusky grayish brown on both surfaces, less dark than upper surface of
fore flippers.
External Measurements. - The principal external measurements, taken
in the flesh by Dr. Stejneger, of four specimens killed on Bering Island
and neighboring points on the Kamschatkan coast, are as follows:
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Fig. 7. Phoca steinegeri. Type: No. 21310 U. S. Nat. Mus., old a, Bering Island. Lat-eral, superior, and palatal views of skull. # nat. size.
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C/)e ~Nat. Mus. No. Sex. Nose to Nose to Tail. Hind
end of end of foot.
tail, hind
flipper.
2609 I3986/380I2, Staritshkof Is.,
Kams.&............. .........juv. II545I760 I40 335
26I0 I3985/380II, Avatcha Bay,
Kams.. ... ... ... ... . . ... . . . . . 6juv. I665 I88o I45 350
2767 I14652, Tchipunski Bay, Kams.. 2 juv. i68o I870 I35 330
2579 I3?88/380I4, Petropaulski,Kam... .. .. . .. .. .. .. ad. I850 < I90 I20 340
Skull. - The skull is fully twice as large as that of Phoca vitulina, from
which it differs mainly, so far as general features are concerned, in its
massiveness. The teeth are essentially the same as in the P. vitulina
group (Phoca restr.), in which the dentition differs from that of the Pusa
and Pagophilus groups in the large size of the crowded and more or less
obliquely implanted teeth, the teeth in both Pusa and Pagophilus being
small, placed in a straight line and separated by broad diastema. P.
steinegeri agrees with all of the other known Pacific and Bering Sea seals
of the genus Phoca in the posterior extension of the premaxillae to the
side of the nasals, but differs from them in the possession of a groove in
front of the infraorbital foramen for the maxillary nerve, which runs for-
ward from the infraorbital foramen to a point opposite the middle of
pm3. As this deep, strongly defined groove is present in all of the four
skulls of P. steinegeri available for examination, and is uniformly absent
from some thirty or more skulls of P. vitulina, P. richardii, and P. ocho-
tensis, it appears to be a character of some weight.
Dentition. - Another feature of importance is found in the character
of the teeth, the superior premolars 2-4 being 4-cusped in the type skull,
and apparently so in the two other adults, in which, however, the teeth
are too much worn for satisfactory examination. In the young (female?)
skull (No. 2 I3I ) j these teeth have the same conformation as in P. vitu-
lina.' In the lower jaw pm2-4 are strongly 4-cusped, as is also the molar
in two of the three adult skulls; in the third the molar on both sides of
the jaw has been lost. In the lower jaw of the young skull pm,24 on both
sides, and the molar on the right side, are distinctly 4-cusped, but the
molar on the left side has only three cusps. In other words, P. steinegeri
seems to be separable from the P. vitulina group by the quadricuspid
instead of tricuspid superior molariform teeth.
The premolars have the same oblique position as in P. vitulina, vary-
ing greatly, however, in this respect with the individual. In the three
adult skulls from Bering Island only pm2 is obliquely implanted, but in
1 The crowns of the teeth in the skulls Nos. 380 1-380I3 and No. 114652 have crum-
bled away, and these skulls therefore throw no light on the number of cusps and form
of the teeth.
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the young skull both pm2 and pms are set obliquely. In another very
young skull (No. 380I3) from Bering Island, pm2 is strongly oblique and
pm8 is slightly oblique. In No. II4652, a young female, pm2 on the left
side is oblique, but the corresponding tooth on the right side, and all of the
other premolars on both sides stand in a straight line. In No. 380II, a
young adult male, from Avatcha Bay, all the upper premolars are set
obliquely, while in No. 380I2, also a young adult male, only pm', on both
sides, is set obliquely, all the other teeth standing parallel to the axis of
the toothrow. In No. 380I4, a female from Petropaulski, all of the teeth
in both jaws are set in straight lines. Thus in the maxillary series pm'
is always strongly oblique to the toothrow, and pm' more or less so in
male skulls, while only pm', and this apparently rarely, is placed ob-
liquely in the female.
Fig. 8. Phoca shejnegerz. Type: U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 21310, old male. Crown and out-
side views of upper and lower teeth. Nat. size.
In the lower toothrow pm, and pm, and sometimes pm4 have a posi-
tion strongly oblique to the axis of the toothrow in both sexes, especially
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pm, and pm8, but the amount of obliquity is rather less in the female,
and in one specimen (No. 380I4) all of the lower premolars stand parallel
to the axis of the toothrow.
Measurements (type skull).-Basal length,,~ 248 mm.; greatest zyogmatic breadth, I50;
mastoid breadth, I39; front border of pre-
maxillae to pterygoid hamuli, I34; front bor-
F .Phocasteine jri,very der of upper incisors to posterior border of
2I3II,?. U.IS.lNat.Mus.LNowe upper molar, 8o; front border of premaxille to2-131i. Bering island. ower
molars; the right lower molar in meatus auditorius, 235; palatal length (along
this specimen has four cusps, theleft only three. Nat. size. median line), IO3; palato-maxillary suture to
pterygoid hamuli, 49; palato-maxillary suture
to anterior border of foramen magnum, I48; palatal width between
the molars, 50; length of upper toothrow, 52; length of nasals, 6i;
breadth of nasals at fronto-maxillary suture, I5; least interorbital
breadth, I7; length of brain case, 9i; greatest width of brain case,
I00; length of upper jaw, I58; length of lower toothrow, 50.
Five additional skulls are available for measurement as regards the
principal dimensions which, with the corresponding measurements of the
type, may be tabulated as follows:
Nat. Zygo- Mas-
Mus. Sex and age. Locality. Basal matic toid
No. length. breadth breadth
2 I 3 I IV. old. Bering Island........ 248 I50 I39231 juv. It L .90....g ii8 ii8
2I312 very old. ...........2 225 I45 I27
2I335 2 ? very old. 222 ii8 -38012 3 juv. Staritshof Isl., Kams....... 230 I26I37380I1 IL Avatcha Bay, Kams........ 228 I37 I36
The skulls of Nos. 380II and 380I2 have not been cleaned, and the
teeth have suffered much injury from long immersion (with the skins) in
a preservative solution, but it is evident that both specimens are merely
'young adults' which had not attained their full size.
Phoca steinegeri is a member of the P. vitulina group, from
other forms of which it differs by its much larger size (see
fig. 10, p. 494, for relative size of bullae), and in certain well-
marked characters of the skull and teeth, as already detailed.
It is doubtless as variable in coloration as is Phoca richardii
and P. vitulina 2, at least in some of its phases.
1 Type.
2On the color variations of Phoca vitulina cf. Allen, Hist. N. Am. Pinnipeds, I88o,
pP. 562-564.
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This very distinct species is represented by four skulls from
Bering Island, one of which is labeled male, but the sex of the
others is not designated. Three of the skulls are very old and
massive, especially the one marked male, and the other is very
young, probably a yearling. In addition to these four skulls
there are six skins, five of which have skulls, representing
four 'young adults' (two males and two females), a foetal
specimen (without skull);. and a young specimen, probably a
month to six weeks old. The skins, with their skulls, have
lain for eighteen years in a vat of preservative fluid (Horna-
day solution); the skins on being removed from 'pickle' and
prepared for examination are in fair condition, though pos-
sibly the ground color is a little discolored from staining; the
skulls, however, have greatly deteriorated from the action of
the solution, the bones having become softened from loss of
calcareous matter, and the teeth have mostly crumbled off
down to the alveoli. There is enough left of them to show
their manner of insertion, and two of the skulls are suscep-
tible of measurement as regards their general proportions;
the other three are imperfect, only the rostral portion and the
lower jaws being preserved. The two young specimens are
from Bering Island, the adults from localities on the neigh-
boring coast of Kamschatka,-one each being from Petro-
paulski, Staritshof Island, and Avatcha and Tchipunski
Bays. They were all collected by Dr. Leonhard Stejneger in
I883, and of the specimens represented by skins, detailed
measurements were taken by him from the fresh specimens,
and form a part of the material of the present investigation.
It therefore gives me great pleasure to connect his name with
this fine large seal, as a slight. recognition of his invaluable
contributions to the natural history of the Commander Islands
and neighboring regions.
9. Phoca richardii Gray.
PACIFIC HARBOR SEAL.
Halicyon richardii GRAY, P. Z. S. I864, 28, fig. i, skull (Vancouver
Island); Cat. Seals and Whales, i866, 30, fig. 9; Hand-list Seals and
Whales, I874, 4.- GILL, Proc. Essex Inst., V, i866, I3 (ex Gray).
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[Phoca] richardsi SCLATER, P. Z. S. I873, 556, footnote (emendation
of name).-ALLEN, Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist. XVI, I902, 225 (Alaska
Peninsula).
Phoca pealii GILL, Proc. Essex Inst. V, i866, I3 (" California and
Oregon"). Not Phoca pealii Gill, ibid., p. 4, footnote = Halichcrus an-
tarcticus Peale.
Phoca pealii? SCAMMON, Marine Mamm. I874, I64, P1. xxii, animal.
Phoca vitulina CLARK, P. Z. S. I873, 556 (on Gray's type specimen
of Halicyon richardii).-ALLEN, Hist. N. Am. Pinnipeds, i88o, 559, in
part (Pacific Coast references only). - ELLIOTT, Seal Islands of Alaska,
I882, 28, pl. iv, in part (Pribilof Islands). - NELSON & TRUE, Rep. Nat.
Hist. Coll. Alaska, I887, 264, in part (St. Michaels, mainly).
Phoca vitulina var. largha NORDQUIST, Vega-Exped. Vetensk. Iakt.
II, I883, IO2 (reference to skulls from Unalashka in the St. Petersburg
Zo6logical Museum).
Phoca largha e TRUE, in Jordan's Rep. Fur-Seal Islands, Part III, I899,
35I (Pribilof Islands).
The only specimens available for examination from any-
where near the type locality are two skulls from Puget
Sound (Nat. Mus. Nos. 6535 and 6159), one of them badly
broken, and another (Nat. Mus. No. 6486) from " Washington
Territory," the two latter quite young, and all unmarked as
to sex. Judging by the size and shape of the teeth the two
young specimens are both females, and agree closely in every
respect with specimens from the New England coast of corres-
ponding age and known to be females, except in the single
character of the greater posterior extension of the premaxilla
so as to touch the nasals.
Another skull from Yakutat Bay, Alaska (Nat. Mus. No.
98I39), slightly older and unmarked for sex, is also similar;
the dentition is weak but the lower molar is distinctly 4-
cusped. A young skull from Kenai, Alaska (Nat. Mus. No.
9480) is like the two skulls from the Puget Sound region. An-
other skull from Adakh Island, Alaska (Nat. Mus. No. I4399),
is very young and probably a male, pm2 and pm3, both above
and below, being set very obliquely, and the lower molar
being strongly 4-cusped.
Next in geographical sequence are four very young skulls
from St. Michaels, Alaska (Nat. Mus. Nos. 2I474-2I477).
Three of them appear to be females, the dentition being light
Allen, North Pacific Pkocidce.
and the lower molar 3-cusped. The fourth (No. 2I476) has
the teeth heavier, much more crowded, and the lower molar
is 4-cusped.
There is nothing to suggest, in view of the normal variability
of the skulls and teeth in this and allied groups of seals, that
the above enumerated ten skulls are not all referable to the
same species. They are all 'young adults,' except the broken
Puget Sound skull and the Yakutat specimen, which are
adult, but not old.
In addition to the above are three skulls from the Pribilof
Islands (Nat. Mus. Nos. I5276, 49550, IOI330). The latter is
much the younger and seems to be a female, on the basis of
its light structure, small and non-obliquely set teeth, but the
lower molar is strongly 4-cusped, a feature more commonly
found in the male. Skull No. 49550 is larger and also much
older, with the teeth heavier and more crowded, and the lower
molar is tricuspid. No, I5276 is a very old skull (without
lower jaw), and the teeth are very much worn, little but the
roots being left. Its general appearance indicates it to be an
extremely old male. The teeth, however, all stand in a
straight line.
No. 6I57 (Mus. Comp. Zool.), from Santa Barbara Isl-
ands, California, is an exceedingly old, heavily ossified skull,
almost beyond question male. The teeth are exceedingly
heavy and very little worn; pm2 and pm3 are very obliquely
set in both jaws; the lower molar is distinctly 4-cusped on the
left side and indistinctly so on the right side. Compared with
No. I5276 from Pribilof Islands, it is more heavily ossified,
the teeth are much larger, and pm2 and pm3 much more
obliquely set; the teeth are not much worn, while in the
Pribilof skull they are exceedingly worn.
As these pages are passing through the press I have re-
ceived from Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Chief of the Biological
Survey of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, four adult
skulls-two male and two female-of Phoca collected at San
Geronimo Island, off northern Lower California, by Mr. A. W.
Anthony, in September, I896, for the Biological Survey.
These skulls agree closely with the Santa Barbara skull above
I902.] 493
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described in their large size and heavy dentition in comparison
with true Phoca richardii from further north, and with the
Pribilof Islands skulls. They present no other very appre-
ciable differences than greater massiveness in general struc-
ture and dentition. The lower molar is 3-cusped in both
rami of one of the males, and faintly 4-cusped oi the left
side and 3-cusped on the right side in the other; in one of
the females the lower molar is 4-cusped in both rami, and in
the other 4-cusped on the right side and 3-cusped on the left
side-showing, if further evidence were needed, that the
variation in the number of cusps in the lower molar is a
feature merely of individual variation and not a sexual, and
much less a specific character.
Phoca richardii differs from Phoca vitulinsa from the east
coast ( = P. concolor Dekay) of North America only in the
slightly greater posterior prolongation of the premaxillx, giv-
ing them a slightly more extended contact with the nasals; this
feature, while somewhat variable, will suffice to distinguish
the two forms at a glance. In the general conformation of the
skull and in dentition the two forms are indistinguishable.
Phoca richardii differs from Phoca steinegeri through the
much smaller size and much less massive character of the
skull, as shown in the table of measurements (p. 498), where,
in a note to the table, attention is called to strictly com-
parable specimens of the two
forms. The auditory bullae, for
/ .. ;~~~~ example, in No. 21I31I1, from
Y 6 Bering Island, a very young
9 ,s/;~§) ~.skull with all the sutures open,
are twice the size of the audi-
tory bullx in No. I 527 6, from
a the Pribilof Islands, a very old
Fig iO. Comparative views of right audi-
tal bulla of Phoca steinegeri and Phoca rich- skull with the crowns of the
ardii. a, P. stenegeri, U. S. Nat. Mus. No.21311, young female (?) probably less than a teeth almost whollyworn away.
year old- 6 P. richsardii, U. 5. Nat. Mus
No6486 ayoung adult'female. Phoca ochotensis has a skull
so much slighter in structure
and so different in proportions and dentition from P. richardii
that no comparison of the two is necessary.
Allen, North Pacific Phocid&e.
io. Phoca richardii pribilofensis, subsp. nov.
PRIBILOF HARBOR SEAL.
Phoca largha ? TRUE, in Jordan's Rep. Fur-seal Islands, Part III,
I899, 35I (Pribilof Islands).
Type, Nat. Mus. No. 49550, 2 (?) ad., Pribilof Islands, Alaska;
C. H. Townsend.
The material now at hand affords a rather meager basis
for separating the Phoca richardii group into subspecies, al-
though its range extends from northern Lower California to
the Pribilof Islands. Old skulls, comparable as to age, from
the extreme points differ notably in the size of the teeth. As
far as the present material goes the dentition appears to be
decidedly and uniformly weaker in Alaska specimens than
in those from the Puget Sound region, the type locality of
Phoca richardii, and the northern form may without doubt
be properly recognized subspecifically, on the basis especially
of the Pribilof Island skulls.
An adult female skin (Nat. Mus. No. 82223), from St. Paul
Island, collected by Mr. C. H. Townsend, has the under sur-
face pale ochraceous, varied with paler streaks, and blotched
rather indistinctly with dusky, the spots blacker and more
distinct on the throat and sides of the neck; sides paler and
more heavily and sharply blotched with blackish. The gen-
eral color of the dorsal surface is silvery yellowish white, pro-
fusely marked with dark brown and blackish, the spots con-
fluent over much of the median dorsal area, especially from
the top of the head posteriorly to the middle of the back,
over which extensive area the general color is blackish. This
coloration, however, is not distinctive, as I have seen quite
similar specimens from the Santa Barbara Islands.
ii. Phoca richardii geronimensis, subsp. nov.
SAN GERONIMO HARBOR SEAL.
Type, U. S. Nat. Mus. No. 8I520, 6 ad., San Geronimo Island,
Lower California, Sept. I3, I896; A. W. Anthony.
The Lower California and Santa Barbara Islands form, so
far as at present represented, is larger than the Pribilof
l 902.] 495
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Island seal, with the dentition heavier than even that of
Puget Sound specimens. In the material now in hand it is
represented by a single skull (Mus. Comp. Zool. No. 6I57),
and a stuffed specimen (in the American mus'eum), mounted
with the mouth open, displaying the teeth, and by the four
San Geronimo Island skulls. That these represent a well-
marked subspecies there can be little doubt, characterized by
large size and heavy dentition.
The table of measurements of I2 skulls of Phoca 'vitulina'
(p. 499) from the eastern coast of North America is added
for comparison with the Pacific Coast and Bering Sea skulls,
from which it will be seen how closely the Atlantic coast
skulls parallel those of the Phoca richardii group in general
size and proportions, and also in details. The large size of
the few Greenland specimens is also noteworthy in compari-
son with those from the New England coast. The first five
given in the table are strictly comparable as to age. Most of
the New England skulls, however, are young adults. Much
more material will doubtless soon be available from the At-
lantic coast, when it will be possible to study more satisfac-
torily this group of Harbor Seals.
Allen, North Pacific Phocidoe.
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[New names of genera, species, and subspecies are printed in heavy-faced type.T
ACCIPITER velox, 239.
Achatodes zeae, 439.
Achyla penetrans, 323.
Actinotia ramulosa, 420.
Actitis macularia, 234.-
Adapis, I90, I96.
Adita chionanthi, 4i8.
.A/gialitis semipalmata, 235.
ABlurodon maeandrinus, 130.
Alce, I59, i6o, i6i.
gigantea, I59.
Alces, 86, I59, i6o, i6i.
brevitrabalis, 32 I.
gigas, 2 I 8.
semipalmatus, 321.
Algx as coral disinitegrating
agents, 323-332.Allen, J. A.. Zimmermann's
' Zoologile Geographice '
and 'Geographische Geschi-
chte' considered in their
relation to mammalian
nomenclature, 13-22; the
generic and specific names
ofsomeofthe Otariidee, i ii-
Iii 8; a new Caribou from
the Alaska Peninsula, i I 9-
127; a new Bea'r from the
Alaska Peninsula, 14I-I43;
a new Sheep from the
Kenai Peninsula, I45-I48;
description of a new Cari-
bou from northern British
Columbia, and remarks on
Rangifer montanus, 149-
I58; nomenclatorial notes
on American mammals,
I59-I68; list of mammals
collected in Alaska by the
AndrewJ. Stone Expedition
of I901, 2I5-230; pre-
liminary study of the South
American Opossums of the
genus Didelphis, 249-279;
mammal names proposed
by Oken in his 'Lehrbuch
der Zoologie', 373-379; a
new Caribou from Elles-
mere Land, 409-4I 2; the
Hair Seals (family Phocidle)
of the North Pacifi6 Ocean
and Bering Sea, 459-499.
Allops, I02.
amplus, I02.
crassicornis, I02.
serotinus, 102.
Ammospermophilus, 37 7.
Amolita fessa, 449.
Amphicyon, I30, 284.
americanus, 13I, 287.
crucianus, 282.
g6riachensis, I29.
lemanensis, 132, I35.
major, I36, 289.
sinapius, 288.
ursinus, 290.
Anaptomorphide, I79, I99.
Anaptomorphus, 200.
3mulus, I73, 178, I99, 202.
homunculus, I75, I78, 200.
speirianus, 175.
uintensis, I7 8.
Anisacodon, I03.
Anisonyx, 376.
Anorthodes prima, 453.
Anthus pensilvanicus, 244.
Antiacodon, i89.
furcatus, I73.
venustus, 173.
(Sarcolemur) crassus, 174.
"
4 mentalis,I74.
Antilope euchore, 22.
gutturosa, I7.
korrigum, I7.
leucopus, I 7.
marsupialis, 22.
tragocamelus, I7.
tzeiran, 17.
Arctocephalus, i i 8.
falklandicus, I I4.
flavescens, II4.
forsteri, II7.
ursinus, i i 8.
Arctomys caligatus, 220.
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Arctomys columbianus, 376.
fulvus, 376.
grammurus, 376.
pruinosus, 220.
Arenaria interpres, 2 3 5 .
melanocephala, 235.
Arvicola Sp., 3I7, 320.
Atethmia rectifasciata, 458.
BALANOPHYLLIA verrucaria,
323.
Balsa labecula, 450.
malana, 449.
tristrigella, 449.
Bathrodon annectens, I 7 3, 2 1 1.
tYPus, I73.
Bear, Big Alaska, 227.
Black, 227.
Grizzly, 2 2 7.
Kadiak, 132.
Sea, iii, ii6.
Bellura gortynides, 440.
melanopyga, 440.
obliqua, 439.
Beutenmuller, William, des-
criptions of some larvae of
thegenusCatocala, 38 I-394;
the earlier stages of some
Moths, 395-398; descriptive
catalogue of the Noctuide
found within fifty miles of
New York City, 4I3-458.
Blackbird, Rusty, 24I.
Blastomeryx, 3I9.
Borophagus, I32.
diversidens, I30, I3I, 290.
Bos gnou, II 5.
moschatus, 2I.
Boselaphus tragocamelus, 17.
Brachycephaly and dolicho-
cephaly in the lower mam-
mals, 77-89.
-Brachyramphus marmoratus,
23I.
Brontops dispar, 98.
validus, 98.
'Brontotherium bucco, I07.
curtum, I07, io8.
dolichoceras, I07.
elatum, 8i, I07.
gigas, I04, io6, I07.
hypoceras, io6, I07, Io8.
ingens, 96.
leidyi, I05, io6, I07, Io8.
platyceras, io8.
ramosum, I o8.
Brotolomia iris, 424.
Bunaelurus, I37, 139, 140.
lagophagus, I37.
CALIDRIs arenaria, 234.
Callirhinus, ii8, i68.
Callorbinus, II5, II8, i68.
kurilensis, 483.
Callospermophilus, 3 7 7.
Callotaria, II5, II8.
nigra, 483.
Calocephalus, II5, i68.
Calymnia orina, 457.
Camelops kansanus, 318, 320.
Sp., 320, 321.
vitakerianus, 3I8, 320.
Camelus americanus, 3I8.
Canachites canadensis osgoodi,
238.
Canis, 134, I62.
americanus, 290.
anthus, 377.
aureus, 377.
crocuta, I62.
haydeni, 290.
hyana, I62.
latrans, 3I7, 320.
Sp., 288, 320.
ursinus, 290.
zerda, 22.
(/Elurodon) ursinus, I30.
Capreolus, 17, 20.
mexicanus, I6.
Capromeryx, 319.
furcifer, 3I8.
Caradrina derosa, 452.
meralis, 451.
miranda, 451.
multifera, 451.
Carcinodon filholianus, I 71
Cariacus ensifer, 32I.
Caribou, 2I6, 217.
Ellesmere Land, 409-4I2.
Grant's, 21 9.
Stone's, 218.
Carigueya brasiliensibus, 267.
Caryoderma snovianum, 295.
Castor, 305, 32I.
pilOrlis, I3, 20, 21.
Sp., 320.
Castoroides, sp., 3I7, 320.
Catabena lineolata, 450.
Catocala amatrix, 386.
amestris, 393.
amica, 384.
antinympha, 392.
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Catocala badia, 39 I.
cara, 386.
consors, 39I.
grynea, 382.
hermia, 388.
illecta, 390.
innubens, 388.judith, 390.
micronympha, 382.
minuta, 38I.
muliericula, 390.
neogama, 385.
pakeogama, 394.
parta, 387.
piatrix, 389.
serena, 389.
ultronia, 384.
viduata, 385.
Cavia acouchy, i6.
akouchi, i6.javensis, i6.
patagonica, 22.
patagonum, 22.
Cebus polykomos, 22.
Centetes ecaudatus, 22.
Cephalogale, 284.
Ceratogaulus rhinocerus, 292,
299.
Ceratorhinus sumatrensis, 84.
Cercopithecus halopterus, 22.
mulatta, 22.
Cervalces, i6o.
Cervulus muntjak, 2I.
Cervus alce, 19.
alces, 159, i6o.
americanus, I6I.
bezoarticus, I6.
canadensis, 3, 5, 8, II.
dama, I8, I9.
merriami, 2, 4, 6, 7, II.
mexicanus, I6, 20.
muntjak, 21.
porcinus, I6.
roosevelti, 9, IO, I2.
tarandus, I8.
virginianus, I5,
Chapman, Frank M., list of
birds collected in Alaska by
the Andrew J. Stone Expe-
dition of 190I, 231-247.
Charadrius dominicus fulvus,
235.Chibigouazoul, 379.
Chicadee, Columbian, 244.
Chironectes minima, 22.
Chriacus angulatus, 205, 209.
Chrysothrix, 201.
Circus hudsonius, 239.
Citellus, 374, 375.
Citillus, 375.
citellus, 376.
leptodactylus, 376.
mugosaricus, 376.
Coendu paraguayensis, 378.
Collobotis, 376.
Colobus polykomos, 22.
Colpophyllia gyrosa, 332.
Connochetes gnou, I5.
Cormorant, Violet-green, 233.
Cosmia paleacea, 458.
Crambodes talidiformis, 450.
Crania, dolichocephalic and
brachycephalic human, 77.
Crocigrapha normani, 455.
Curlew, Eskimo, 234.
Cyanocitta borealis, 240, 24I.
carlottae, 240.
stelleri, 240, 241.
Cynarctus, 28I.
saxatilis, 28T.
Cynocephalus olivaceus, 85.
Cynodictis gregarius, I38.
Cynodontomys, I69, 204, 208.
latidens, I75, 208, 209.
Cynomys sp., 317.
Cyon, 285, 286.
DAMA, I7, 20, i6o, I62.
acapulcensis, 20.
cerrosensis, 20.
columbiana, 20.
columbiana scaphiotus,20.
columbiana sitkensis, 20.
costaricensis, 20.
couesi, 20.
crooki, 20.
hemionus, 20.
hemionus californica, 20.
hemionus cana, 20.
hemionus eremica, 20.
hemionus peninsulze, 20.
hemionus virgulta, 20.
leucura, 20.
lichtensteini, 20.
nelsoni, 20.
thomasi, 20.
tolteca, 20.
truei, 20.
virginiana, I5, i8, I9, 20,ji6i.
virginiana borealis, 20.
virginiana louisianx, 20.
virginiana macroura, 20.
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Dama virginiana osceola, 20.
virginiana texensis, 20.
Daphaenus, 286.
Dasypus duodecimcinctus, I5.
duodecim-cingulus, 15.
Deer, Virginia, i8.
Deidamia inscripta, 39$.
Dendroica aestiva rubiginosa,
243.
coronata, 243.
striata, 243.
townsendi, 244.
Diacodexis laticuneus, x75,
i8o, I84.
(Phenacodus) laticuneus,
I75.
Diconodon, I03.
Dicotyles, I62, I63, I64, i65,
i67, i68.
angulatus, I64.
angulatus sonoriensis, I65.
labiatus, I64, i65.
minor, i66.
torquatus, I64.
Didelphis, 249.
albiventris, 253, 268, 269.
austro-americana, 25I.
azare, 251, 252, 253, 254,
267, 27I, 272.
boreo-americana, 252.
breviceps, 249, 256.
californica, 249, 256.
cancrivora, 25I, 252, 258.
karkinophaga, 22, 250, 251,
258, 260.
karkinophaga caucae, 253,
26I, 262.
karkinophaga colombica,
253, 260.
kenguru, 22.
leucotis, 268, 269, 270.
marsupialis, 250, 256, 257,
258, 259, 276.
marsupialis battyi, 257,
264, 278.
marsupialis cauce, 257,26I.
marsupialis colombica, 2 5 7,
260, 276.
marsupialis etensis, 257,
262, 276.
marsupialis insularis, 25 7,
259, 276.
marsupialis tabascensis,
256.
mes-americana, 25I, 256.
mes-americana tabascensis,
2 57.
mes-americana texensis,
256.
opossum, 25I.
paraguayensis, 251, 2 5 7,
267, 27I-
paraguayensis andina, 25 7,
271, 2'729 279-
paraguayensis meridensis,
257, 274.
paraguayensis permigra,
257, 27I, 279.
permgra, 253, 27I.
pcecilonota, 268.
richmondi, 257.
virginiana, 252, 256.
virginiana pigra, 256.
yucatanensis, 257.
yucatanensis cozumelae,
257.
Didelphys aurita, 253, 265.
azarw, 265, 268, 379.
cancrivora, 258, 265.
koseritzi, 253, 265.
lechii, 253, 268, 270.
marsupialis, 258, 259, 265.
marsupialis azare, 268.
mes-americana, 379
paraguayensis, 267, 379.
pcecilonota, 253.
pOccilotis, 253, 268.
typica, 258.
Dieba, 377.
Dinocyon, I29, I35.
Sp., 317-
thenardi, 129.
(?Borophagus) diversidens,
290.
it gidleyi, I3I,
290.
maeandrinus
289.
Diplacodon elatus, 95.
emarginatus, 95.
Diploclonus, 93, 102.
Diptervgia scabriuscula, 4I6.
Dipus, i8.
hudsonius, 22.
maximus, 378.
Dolichocephaly and brachy-
cephaly in the lower mam-
mals, 77-89.
Dolichotis patagona, 22.
Dolphin, Striped, 2I8.
Doryodes bistrialis, 448.
Dryobates pubescens nelsoni,
239.
villosus leucomelas, 239.
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Dryobota illocata, 419.
Duerden, J. E., boring Algae as
agents in the disintegration
of corals, 323-332.
ECHIMYS cristatus, 22.
Eira, 377.
Eirara, 377.
Elephas primigenius columbi
(?), 318, 320.
Sp., 321.
Elotheres, 86.
Erethizon epizanthus myops,
224.
Ereunetes occidentalis, 234.
PUSillUS, 234.
Ericulus setosus, 22.
Erignathus barbatus, 473.
Erinaceus tanrec, 22.
tendrac, 22.
Eschatius conidens, 320.
Esthonyx (Hyopsodus) miti-
Culus, I 74.
Emperoceras, 7 2.
Empidonax traillii, 240.
Entomodon, I89.
comptus, I73, I89.
Equus, 32I.
caballus, 84.
fraternus, 3I8.
pacificus, 320.
Sp., 3I8, 32I.
Eucalyptera bipuncta, 448.
Eucastor, 304.
tortus, 305.
Eumetopias, i i6.jubata, II3, 483.
stelleri, II2, II3, 483.
Euplexia lucipara, 425.
Euthisanotia timais, 440.
Evotomys dawsoni, 220, 221.
dawsoni orca, 220, 22I.
orca, 220.
Expedition, Andrew J. Stone,
of IgoI, report on the
mammals, 2I5-230; report
on the birds, 23I-247.
FALCO columbarius, 239.
peregrinus anatum, 239.
Felidae, sp. indet., 317.
Felis brasiliensis, 378, 379.
concolor, i6.
griseus, 379.
jaguarUndi, 379.
macroura, 379.
mexicana, 3 79.
mitis, 379.
nigra, i6.
novae hispania, 379.
pajeros, 379.
panthera, 378.
paraguayentsis, 379.
pardus, 378.
Sp., 32I.
wiedi, 379-(Leo) brunnea, 379.
Fennecus zerda, 22.
Fiber zibethicus, 3I7. 320.
Flycatcher, Traill's, 240.
Fox, Alaska Red, 225.
Kenai, 226.
GALERA, 377.
Galictis, 3 7 7.
Gavia lumme, 23 I .
Gazella gutturosa, I 7.
Geomys sp., 320.
Giraffes, 86.
Gomontia, 325.
Gortyna appasionata, 432.
baptisi,e, 434.
cataphracta, 436.
cerussata, 435.
circumlucens, 432.
duovata, 437.
fureata, 434.
harrisii, 430.
immanis, 428.
impecuniosa, 437.
inquCesita, 429.
limpida, 435.
marginidens, 433.
nebris, 438.
nebris var. nitela, 438.
necopina, 438.
nictitans, 428.
nictitans var. erythros-
tigma, 428.
purpurifasciata, 43I.
rigida, 430.
rutila, 43I.
speciosissima, 429.
u-album, 427.
velata, 427.
Grison, 3 7 7.
Grisonia, 3 7 7.
Grosbeak, Alaskan Pine, 241.
Grouse, Alaskan Spruce, 238.
Canada, 238.
Gull, Bonaparte's, 233.
Glaucous-winged, 232.
Short-billed, 2 3 2.
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Gulo luscus, 22 8.
HALICHCERUS antarcticus, 463,
466.
Halicyon? californica, 463
richardii, 463, 467, 491.
Haplocyon, 282.
Haplodontia, 294.
Hawk, Duck, 239.
Marsh, 239.
Pigeon, 239.
Sharp-shinned, 239.
Helicoceras (Heteroceras?)
simplicostatum, 67, 68.
Heliophila albilinea, 444.
commoides, 446.
extincta, 446.
flabalis, 445.
insueta, 445.
multilinea, 446.
pallens, 444.
phragmatidicola, 446.
pseudargyria, 443.
unipuncta, 443.
Helminthophila celata lutes-
cens, 243.
Helotropha reniformis, 426.
reniformis var. atra, 427.
Hemiacodon gracilis, I73, I90,
200.
nanus, I73, I90, 200.
pusillus, I73, 190, 200.(Palaeacodon) vagus, 200.
Hemicyon, I29, I35.
sansaniensis, 129.
Herpestes javanica, i6.
Heteractites incanus, 234.
Heteroceras nebrascense, 72.
newtoni, 68.
simplicostatum, 68-72.
Himella contrahens, 454.
intracta, 455.
Hippopotamus terrestris, 21.
Hipposyus, I90.
formosus, I72, I98.
Histriophoca fasciata, 22, 474,
476.
Homohadena badistriga, 4i8.
Hovey, Edmund Otis, Marti-
niqueand St.Vincent; apre-
liminary report upon the
eruptions of 1902, 333-372.
Hrdlicka, Ales, the Crania of
Trenton, New Jersey, and
their bearing upon the an-
tiquity of man in that re-
gion, 23-62.
Human crania from Trenton,
N. J., 23-62.
Hyaena, I62.
maculata, I62.
striata, I62.
Hyanarctus, 284.
Hyena, I62.
Hylocichla aliciae, 246.
ustulatus alma, 246.
Hyopsodontida, I79.
Hyopsodus, 179, i8o.
distans, I74, I78, I87.
gracilis, I72, 2II.
lemoinianus, I75, I78, i8o,
I83.
marshi, I75, I8o, I87.
minusculus, I73, I78, i8o,
I86.
miticulus, 174, I78, I83.
paulus, 172, I78, I79, I82,
i85.
powellianus, I75, 178, i8o,
I84.
rarus, I73.
uintensis, I75, I78, i8o,
I85.
vicarius, I73, I87.
wortmam, I75, 178, i8o,
185.
(Diacodexis) laticuneus,
I84.
(Esthonyx) miticulus, i8o,
I83.
(Lemuravus) distans, i8o,
I87.
(Microsus) cuspidatus, I79,
i85.(Microsyops) vicarius, i8o,
i85.(Stenacodus) rarus, I79.
Hypertragulus, 3I5.
calcaratus, 3I6.
Sp., 36.
transversus, 3I6.
tricostatus, 3I6.
Hypisodus, 3II, 36.
minimus, 31I, 36.
Hyppa xylinoides, 4 I7.
Hyracotherium, 85.
Hystrix paraguayensis, 378.
venustus, 305.
ICTICYON, 285.
Ictidomys, 376.
Indians along the Delaware
Bay and River, 35-4I.
INiDEX.
Indrodon, I69, 208.
malaris, 170, 205, 208.
Ipimorpha pleonectusa, 457.
Ixoreus nmevius, 247.
JACULUS, I62.
giganteus, i6.
Jaeger, Parasitic, 232
Jagouarondi, 379.
Jay, Alaskan, 24I.
Kenai, 240.
Jerboa, I7, i8, i62.
Junco hyemalis, 242.
Junco, Slate-colored, 242.
KINGLET, Western Golden-
crowned, 246.
KittiWake, Pacific, 232.
Knot, 233.
LAGENORHYNCHUS obliqui-
dens, 2I8.
Lagopus lagopus, 235.
leucurus, 236.
leucurus peninsularis, 236.
Lanius borealis, 243.
Laopithecus, I69
robustus, I74.
Laphygma frugiperda, 42I.
frugiperda var. fulvosa, 42I.
frugiperda var. obscura,
42I.
Lark, Alaskan Horned, 240.
Larus brachyrhynchus, 232
glaucescens, 232.
philadelphia, 233.
Lemur lori, 22.
Lemuravicae, I79, I90.
Lemuravus, 179, i8o.
distans, 174.
Leo, 377, 378.
brunneus, 379.
griseus, 379.
niger, 379.
Leopardus, 378.
Lepisesia gaur-e, 396.
juanita, 396.
Leptochcerus, 169.
lemurinus, I74.
robustus, I74.
Leptomeryx, 3I3.
esulcatus, 314.
evansi, 313.
mammifer,3 I 3.
semicinctus, 314.
sp. indesc., 314.
Lepus americanus dalli, 225.
Lepus campestris, 307.
chilensis, 3 7 8.
ennisianus, 306, 307.
Sp., 320.
Limnohyops manteoceras, 80,
97.
Limnotherium, I90.
affine, I72, 197.
elegans, I 7 2.
pygmaeus, I 7 2.
tyrannus, I72.
Lion, Northern Sea, II 2.
Southern Sea, I I 2, I I 3, 114.
Loncheres chrysurus, 22.
Loomis, F. B., on Jtirassic stra-
tigraphy on the west side of
the Black Hills, 40I-408.
Loon, Red-throated, 23I, 247.
Lupulus, 3 7 7.
Lupus, 3 7 7.
Lutra brasiliensis, i6.
canadensis, 3 20.
minima, 22.
Lynx, 377, 378.
brasiliensis, 3 7 8.
MACCACUS sp., 87.
Macronoctua onusta, 4 I 9.
Macropus giganteus, i 6, 2 2.
Macrorhinus, 46I.
Macroxus neglectus, I67.
Magpie, American, 241.
Manati gigas, 22.
Manicina areolata, 332.
Marmot, Hoary, 220.
Marmotta, I7.
Marten, Alaska, 2 2 8.
Matthew, W. D., a skull of
Dinocyon from the Miocene
of Texas, 129-I36; on the
skull of Bunwlurus a Mus-
teline from the White
River Oligocene, I37-I40;
new Canidxe from the Mio-
cene of Colorado, 28I-290;.
a horned Rodent from the
Colorado Miocene, with a
revision of the Mylagauli,
Beavers, and Hares of the
American Tertiary, 29I-
3I0; the skull of Hypiso-
dus, the smallest of the
Artiodactyla, with a revis-
ion of the Hypertragulide,
3II-316; list of Pleistocene
Fauna from Hay Springs,
Nebraska, 3I7-322.
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Megacerops, 92, 93, 97.
j angustigenis, 99.
avus, 99.
bicornutus, 99.
brachycephalus, 97, 98.
coloradensis, 97, 99.
dispar, 97, 98.
marshi, IOO.
robustus, 97, I0I.
selwynianus, 97, 99.
tichoceras, 97, 99.
Megaceros, I59.
Megalomys desmaresti, 21.
Melospiza cinerea, 242.
Cinerea kenaiensis, 242.
Menodus peltoceras, I07.
Menops varians, 96.
Menotherium, I69.
lemurinum, 174.
Merycodus, 3I9.
Mesacodon, 2I2.
speciosus, I73, 2II.
Mesogaulus ballensis, 297.
Microdectidae, 203.
Microsus, i8o.
cuspidatus, I72.
Microsyops, I69, 203, 205, 209.
annectens, I73, 2I2.
elegans, 2IO.
gracilis, I72, 205, 2IO.
latidens, I75.
scottianus, 175, 205, 209.
speciosus, I73.
speirianus, I75, 200. 2IO.
tYPUs,I73.
uintensis, I75, I98, 202.
verus, i72.
(Bathmodon) annectens,
205,2I31
it typus,205..
(Cynodontomys) latidens,
205.
(Hypisodus) gracilis, 2II.
vicarius, I73.
typus, 205.
(Mesacodon) speciosus,2o5,
2I2.
(Palaeacodon) verus, 205.
Microtus kadiacensis, 22I.
miurus,22I.
operarius kadiacensis, 22I.
unalascensis popofensis,
222.
Micour6 premier, 249, 25I,
.267, 270.
Mioclanus acolytus, I70, I7I.
lemuroides, 171.
Mixodectes, I69, 203, 205.
crassiusculus, I75, 205, 207.
pungens, 175, 204, 205, 206,
207.
Moose, 86.
Alaska, 2I8.
Moschus americanus, i 6.
meminna, i6.
Mouse, Dawson Red-backed,
220.
Murre, California, 232.
Murrelet, Marbled, 23I.
Mus citellus, I7, 375, 376.
desmaresti, 2I.jaculus, i 8.
leporinus, i6.
marmotta, I7.
monax, I7.
ceconomus, I7.
pilorides, 13, 2I.
Mussa corymbosa, 327.
Mustela americana, I39.
americana actuosa, 228.
barbara, 377.
galera, i6.javanica, i6.
quoll, i6.
voang-shire, i6.
Myalina angulata, 63.
copei, 64, 65.
Mylagaulus, 291, 295.
1evis, 298.
monodon, 297.
paniensis, 299.
sesquipedalis, 297.(Mesogaulus) ballensis, 298.
Mylodon harlani, 3I8, 320.
sodalis, 320.
SP., 3I7, 321.
Myoxus africanus, 22.
capensis, 22.
chrysurus, 22.
inauris, 22.
NELSON, E. W., a new species
of Elk from Arizona, I-I2.
Nephelodes minians, 425.
minians var. violans, 425.
Nettion carolinensis, 233.
Nonagria oblonga, 44I.
subflava, 44I.
Notharctide, I79, I90.
Notharctus, I90, I9I, I94, I98.
affinis, I72, 178.
anceps, I72, I78.
crassus, I72, I78.
elegans, I72.
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Notharctus formosus, 17 2.
nunienus, 178, 19I, 195.
robustus, I72.
rostratus, 173.
tenebrosus, 172, I78, I91,
I96.
tyrannus, I72, I78.
venticolus, I75, I95.
(Hipposodus) gracilis, I98.
(Hyopsodus) formosus, I 9 I .
robustior,
I72, I9I.
(Limnotherium) affinis, I 9 I.
elegans,
I9I, I98.
tyrannus,
I9I, '97.(Telmatolestes) crassus,
I9I, I98.(Thinolestes) anceps, I9I,
I97.
(Tomotherium) rostratus,
I9I, I97.
Notophorus, I63, I64, I67.
Numenius borealis, 234.
Nycticebus tardigradus, 22.
ODOCOILEUS, I9, 20, i6i.
Oidemia perspicillata, 233.
Oken's 'Lehrbuch der Zoolo-
gie,' mammal names pro-
posed in, 373-379.
Olbodotes, 204.
copei, I75, 205.
Olidosus, I63, I65, i68.
Oligia chalcedonia, 4I3.
festivoides, 4I4.
grata, 414.
versicolor, 4I4.
Ommatostola lintneri, 442.
Omomys, I99.
carteri, I 72, 190, 200.
gracilis, 173.
nanus, 173.
pucillus, 1 73.
(Microsyops) vagus, 173.
Oncocnemis riparia, 4I8.
Ontaria molossina, II 5.
Opolemur, 201.
Oreamnus, 32I.
Orthodes calceolaria, 454.
crenulata, 453.
cynica, 454.
vecors, 454.
Oryx, 375.
Oryzomys desmaresti, 21.
Osbom, Henry Fairfield, do-
lichocephaly and brachy-
cephaly in the lower
mammals, 77-89; the four
phyla of Oligocene Titano-
theres, gI-Iog; American
Eocene Primates, and the
supposed Rodent Family
Mixodectid&e, I69-2 I4.
Ostreobium, 3 2 5.
Otaria, I12, II5, ii6.
byronia, I I 4.
byronii, II5.
chilensis, I 15.
godeffroyi, 11 5.jubata, II13.
leonina, II3, 115.
minor, II5.
pernettyi, II5.
pygmea, I15.
stelleri, I I 3.
ulloce, I I 5.
Otocolobus, 376.
Otocoris alpestris arctica, 240.
Otoes, II5, ii6, II7, IIS.
Otospermophilus, 3 7 6.
Ovibos moschatus, 2I.
Ovis dalli, 145, I47, 219.
kenaiensis, I45, 2 I9.
stonei, 145.
Owl, American Hawk, 239.
Oxyacodon agapetillus, 17I.
apiculatus, I 7 I .
Oxygous, 3 7 7 -
PACHYLEMURIENS, I78.
Palaeacodon vagus, I73, 200,
2II.
verus, I72, 2Io, 2II.
Palaogale, I37, I40.
Palkeolagus, 306.
agapetillus, 306, 307.
haydeni, 307, 308.
intermedius, 306, 307, 308.
tenebrosus, 3Io.
triplex, 309.
turgidus, 309.
Palkeomeryx, 3I9.
Palaeosyops paludosus, 8o, 97.
Panthera, 377, 378.
mexicana, 3 79.
paraguayensis, 379.
vulgaris, 378.
Pantolestes longicaudus, I 73.
Papio wthiops, 2 I.
Paralces, i6o.
alces, i6o.
americanus, i6o, i6i.
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Paralces gigas, I6o,2I 8.
mexicanus, I6I.
Parus hudsonicus, 245.
hudsonicus columbianus,
244, 245.
hudsonicus littoralis, 245.
hudsonicus stoneyi, 245.
Passerella iliaca annectens,
243.iliaca unalaschensis, 243.
Peccaries, generic and specific
names of, I62-I66.
Peccary, Collared, I62.
White-lipped, I62.
Pel6e, Mt., eruption of, in I902,
345-369, 37I; area of de-
vastation, 346, 37I; ejecta
of, 347; Falaine crater,
350; secondary eruptions,
35I; the crater ot, 351;
Lac des Palmistes, 353;
gtang Sec, 354; inner cone,
356; gorge of the Blanche,
358; mud-flows, 360; St.
Pierre, 366; gases emitted,
367; causes of death, 368.
Pelycodus, I90, I9I, I92.
angulatus, I78, I9I, 200,
202.
frugivorus, I78, I9I, I93.
jarrovii, I74, I78, I91, I93.
mentalis, 174.
numienus, I75, I9I, I93,
I95.
tutus, I74, I78, 19I, I92,
I94.
(Prototomus) jarrovii, I9I.
(Tomitherium) frugivorus,
I74, I9I.
Peramys americanus, i6.
brevicaudatus, 22.
Perigea claufacta, 415.
epopea, 4I6.
vecors, 4I6.
xanthioides, 4I5.,
Perisoreus canadensis fumi-
frons, 241.
Phalacrocorax pelagicus ro-
bustus, 233.
Philander maximus, 2 5 7.
orientalis,2 5 7.
Phiprosopus callitrichoides,
448.
Phoca, II8, 46I.
bironia, II3.
chorisi, 463.
concolor, 462, 467.
Phoca dorsata, 474, 476.
fasciata, 22, 474.
flavescens, II5, I17.
foetida, 466, 476.
groenlandica, 465, 475, 476.
hispida, 465.jubata, III, II2, II3, II4,
ii6, II7, 463.
largha, 459, 464, 483, 485,
492.
leonina, II3, II4, II5, 46I,
462, 464, 483.
longicollis, I I4.
nigra, 483.
nummularis, 463, 464, 465,
466.
ochotensis, 463, 465, 480,
485, 497.
ochotensis macrodens, 483,
497.
pealii, 463, 465, 492.
porcina, II4.
pusilla, II 7.
richardii, 491.
richardii geronimensis, 495,
498.
richardii pribilofensis, 495,
498.
richardsi, 225, 492.
rosmarus, 46I.
stejnegeri, 485, 494, 498.
tigrina, 463.
ursina, III, II6, II7, II8,
46I.
vitulina, 46i, 467-470, 472 F
492, 496, 499.(Histriophoca)fasciata,474.
(Pagophilus) grcenlandica,
475.(Pusa) hispida, 477.
it
" \gichigensis,.
478.
Phocidae, North Pacific, 459-
499.
Pica pica hudsonica, 241.
Picoides americanus fasciatus,
240.
Piloris, 20.
Pinicola eneucleator alascen-
SiS, 24I.
Pipit, American, 244.
Platygonus sp., 3I8.
Platyrhynchus uraniae, II5.
Platysenta videns, 442.
Plesiadapis, 203.
Plover, Black-bellied, 234.
Pacific Golden, 235.
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Plover, Semipalmated, 235.
Polia contacta, 420.
medialis, 420.
Porcupine, Alaska, 224.
Porites antreoides, 332.
Primates, brachycephalic, 85.
Eocene, I 70-202.
Proailurus, I40.
Prodenia commelinae, 422.
eudiopta, 423.
ornithogalli, 422.
Proglires (suborder), 203.
Protoadapis, 203.
Prototomus (Pelycodus) jar-
rovi, I 7 4.
Pseudanthrcecia coracias, 397.
Pseudolemuriens, I78.
Ptarmigan, Kenai White-
tailed, 236.
Willow, 236.
Ptychoceras, 68.
mortoni, 7I.
Putorius arcticus kadiacensis,
228.
kadiacensis, 228.
Pyrophila pyramidoides, 452.
tragopoginis, 452.
Pyrrhia umbra, 458.
umbra var. exprimens, 458.
RANGIFER granti, 122.
montanus, I49, I52, I53,
I54-I 58.
osborni, I49.
pearyi, 409.
stonei, II9, 2I8.
Rat musqu6, 20, 2I.
Regulus satrapa olivaceus,
246.
Rhinoceros sondaicus, 84.
Rhinoceroses, dolichocephaly
in, 85.
Rhytina gigas, 22.
Rissa tridactyla pollicaris,
232.
Rodentia, Eocene, 203-208.
SANDERLING, 234.
Sandpiper, Aleutian, 234.
Baird's, 234.
Semipalmated, 234.
Spotted, 234.
Western, 234.
Sarcolemur, i8o, I89, i98.
comptus, I 73.
crassus, I74.
furcatus, T73, I78, i88, I89.
5''
Sarcolemur gracilis, I72.
pygmaus, I72, I78, I89.
(Antiacodon) crassus, i8o.
" furcatus, I74,
I80, 189.
(Entomodon) comptus, I 8o.
(Hyopsodus) gracilis, i8o.
14 pygmaeus,
180.
Sciurus hudsonicus, 2I9.
inaUriS, 22.
indicus, I6.
lateralis, 33 7.
limitis, I66, I67.
ludovicianus, i66.
ludovicianus neglectus, I 6 7.
ludovicianus vicinus, I67.
mexicanus, I6.
niger, I67.
niger var. cinereus, I67.
purpureus, I6.
rufiventer, i66, I67.
rufiventer neglectus, I67.
rufiventer texianus, I67.
striatus, I7.
texianus, i66, I67.
tridecemlineatus, 376.
variegatus, I6.
versicolor, I6.
Scolecocampa liburna, 447.
Scolecophagus carolinus, 24I.
Scoter, Surf, 233.
Seal, Bearded, 473.
Bering Island, 485.
Fur, of Cape of Good Hope,
II 7.
Fur, of New Zealand, II 7.
Harbor, 225, 467-470.
Harp, 475.
Okhotsk, 480.
Okhotsk Ringed, 478.
Pacific Harbor, 491.
Pribilof Harbor, 495.
Ribbon, 474.
Ringed, 477.
San Geronimo Harbor, 495.
Seals, Northern Fur, generic
name of, II5-II8.
of North Pacific and Ber-
ing Sea, 459-499.
Seiurus noveboracensis notab-
ilis, 244.
Semnopithecus cephalopterus,
22.
Senta defecta, 442.
Shrew, Alaskan, 229.
Shumagin Islands, 228.
INDEX.
Shrike, Northern, 243.
Simia lethiops, 21.
madarogaster, 21.
maimon, 2I.
porcaria, 22.
Sinopa (Prosinopa) eximea,
I90.
Siskin, Pine, 24I.
Sorex alascensis shumaginen-
SiS, 228, 229.
americanus, i6.
brasiliensis, i6.
minimUS, 22.
minutissimus, 22.
obscurus alascensis, 229.
obscurus shumaginensis,
228.
personatus, 230.
personatus streatori, 230.
surinamensis, 22.
Soufriere, La, eruption of, in
I902, 335-345, 369-37I;
crater Of. 336; ejecta of,
338; area of devastation,
339; landslides along, 340;
dust of, 342, 370; sec-
ondary eruptions of, 343;
causes of death from, 345.
Sparrow, Aleutian Song, 242.
Golden-crowned, 242.
Intermediate, 242.
Kenai Song, 242.
Shumagin Fox, 243.
Western Savanna, 242.
Western Tree, 242.
Yakutat Fox, 243.
Spermophile, 375.
Spermophilopsis, 376.
Spermophilus, 376.
leucurus, 3177-
mohavensis, 376.
Sphinx eremitus, 396.
Spiggurus spinosus, 378.
Spinus pinus, 241.
Spitzmaus, Surinamische, 22.
Spizella monticola ochracea,
242.
Squatarola squatarola, 234.
Squirrel, Hudson Bay, 219.
Texas Fox, i66.
Western Fox, i66, I67.
Stenacodon, i8o.
rarus, I73, i8o.
Steneofiber, 300.
complexus, 30I, 304.
gradatus, 30I, 302.
montanus, 301, 303.
Steneofiber nebrascensis, 301.
pansus, 30I, 303.
peninsulatus, 30I, 302.
viciacensis, 301.
Stenorhinchus, i68.
Stephanoccenia intersepta,332.
Stercorarius parasiticus, 232.
Surnia ulula caparoch, 239.
Sus albirostris, I62, I64, i65.
patira, i62, i64.
tajacu, i64, i68.
tajassu, I62, I63, I64, I67,
i68.
Symborodon, 92, 93, 94, I03.
acer, I03.
altirostris, 103.
hipoceras, I05.
montanus, I03, I04.
torvus, I03, I07.
TAENIOCAMPA alia, 456.
culea, 455.
furfurata, 455.
oviduca, 456.
subterminata, 456.
Tai-ibi brasiliensibus, 267.
Talpa caudata, i6.
europaea, i6.
flava, i6.
flavescens, I6.
fusca, i 6.
longicaudata, i6.
rubra, i6.
Tapir anta, 2I.
Tapirus, 84.
terrestris, 2I.
Tarsii, I78.
Tatler, Wandering, 234.
Tayassu, I62, I63, I64, I67.
albirostris ringens, I66.
angulatus, I 64.
angulatus humeralis, i65.
angulatus sonoriensis, I65.
angulatus yucatanensis,
i65.
crusnigrum, 165.
nanus, i65.
patira, i62, 163, 064.
pecari, I62, 163, I64, I60,
I68.
pecari ringens, i66.
tajacu, I64, I68.
torvus, I65.
Tayra, 377 .
Taxidea sulcata, 32I.
Teal, Green-winged, 233.
Teleodus avus, 98.
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Telmatolestes, I90.
crassus, I72.
Telmatotherium cornutum, 8o.
Thinolestes, I90.
anceps, I72.
Thomomys sp., 317, 320.
Thos, 377.
vulgarls, 377.
(Canis) barbarus, 377.
ceylonensis, 377.
mesomelas, 377.
Thrush, Alma's, 246.
Gray-cheeked, 246.
Varied, 247.
Tigris, 377, 378.
fulva, i6.jaguarete, i6.
Titanops, 104.
elatus, 104, 107.
medius, I07.
Titanotherium, 92, 93, 94.
heloceras, 95, io6.
ingens, 95, 96.
prouti, 95.
trigonoceras, 95, 96.
Tomitherium rostratum, 173,
I96.
(Pelycodus) tutus, I74.
Totanus melanoleucus, 234.
Trachea delicata, 4I3.
Tragulus, 3I9.
meminna, i6.
surinamensis, i6.
Tricholita signata, 426.
Tricium annae, 308.
avunculus, 308.
leporinum, 3o8.
paniense, 309, 3Io.
Trigonophora periculosa, 424.
periculosa var. v-brun-
neum, 424.
Tringa bairdii, 234.
canutus, 233.
couesi, 234.
Turnstone, 235.
Black, 235.
UFEUS plicatus, 448.
satyricus, 447.
Uria troile californica, 23 2.
Ursavus sp., 285.
Ursus albus, I6.
americanus, 227.
dalli gyas, I42,227.
horribilis, 227.
horribilis alascensis, 227.
maritimus, i 6, I 35.
memami, 141, 227.
VESPERTILIO canadensis, 15.
noveboracensis, I5.
Viscaccia, 374. 375.
Viverra chinche, i6.
fossa, I 5.
fossana, I .
ichneumon, 22.
izquepatl, i6.
mangusta, 22.
memphitis, i6.
mephitis, i6.
vittata, 337.
vulpecula, i 6.
Vole, Alaska Mountain, 2 2 1.
Kadiak, 22I.
Popof Island, 222.
Vulpes, i62, 337.
alascensis, 225, 226.
harrimani, 226.
kenaiensis, 226.
sp., 320.
WARBLER, AlaskanYellow, 243.
Black-poll, 243.
Lutescent, 243.
Myrtle, 243.
Pileolated, 244.
Townsend's, 244.
Washakius insignis, 173, 200.
Water-Thrush, Grinnell's, 244.
Weasel, Tundra, 229.
Whitfield, R. P., description of
a new form of Myalina
from the Coal Measures of
Texas, 63-66; observa-
tions on and emended de-
scription of Heteroceras
simplicostatum Whitfield,
67-72; description of a
new Teredo-like Shell from
the Laramie Group, 73-76.
Wilsonia pusilla pileolata, 244.
Wolverene, 2I6, 228.
Woodpecker, Alaskan Downy,
239.
Alaskan Three-toed, 239.
Northern Hairy, 239.
XEROSPERMOPHILUS, 377.
Xylophomya, 75.
laramiensis, 75.
YELLOWLEGS, Greater, 234.
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Yerboa, i8. ische Geschichte' con-
gigantea, i6, 22. sidered in their relation to
mammalian nomenclature,
ZAPUS hudsonius, 22. I3-2 2.Zimmermann's 'Zoologiae Geo- Zonotrichia coronata, 242.
graphica' and 'Geograph- leucophrys gambeli, 242.
ERRATA.
Page 20, line i6, for schaphiotus read scaphiotus.
77, second footnote, for Hrdlikea read Hrdlivcka.
164, line i6, for tajacu-angularis read tajacu-angulatus.
' 9I97, line 9 from bottom, for rostratum read rostratus.
" 244, line i i from bottom, for hudsonius read hudsonicus.
' 383, insert plate heading at top of page, as follows:
BULLETIN A. M. N. H. VOL. XVI, PLATE LII.
